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Despite what happened I’m not really a cruel
man. Everyone used to say how kind I was. My
mother used to say I wouldn’t hurt a fly. I can
hear her saying it now, even though she’s been
dead for years. Her and my father that is.
I’m not a literary person, as you might say,
but I do read quite a lot of books, though they’re
mostly on photography and things. More
technical sort of. I don’t read much in the way of
novels, or long factual books. So you’ll have to
make allowances for my grammar and such. I
don’t think I’ve written anything in years, not
since the letters I wrote to my mother after I left
home.
It’s difficult knowing where to begin really.
After all this isn’t supposed to be an
autobiography or anything. Just about what
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happened. I know everyone would say I should
put down all about my childhood and
everything. Nowadays that’s supposed to tell
you a lot about people, but I don’t see the point.
The whole thing really only started when I
moved to Great Yarmouth in 1955, and since I
was forty at the time I don’t really think you can
say my parents were to blame at all. I didn’t
move to Yarmouth because I wanted to, but after
what happened in Bournemouth I didn’t feel I
had much choice.
Yarmouth was a new start for me, so I never
used to say anything about the trouble in
Bournemouth, and I don’t think anyone guessed,
especially as I was very careful. I learned my
lesson from Bournemouth, and once I got to
Yarmouth I did things in a different way so as
not to infringe the law again. And even though
things went wrong I did everything I always
wanted first.
I don’t want to sound smug or anything,
especially after what happened, but you have to
admit it’s not everyone who gets to live out what
they’ve always wanted, and what they’ve
thought about for years and years and years, and
always imagined was impossible except in their
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dreams. I used to daydream about it too. Little
sort of happy moments in the middle of
uninteresting jobs.
Not that I was ever really unhappy, in fact in
a general way I’ve always been fairly content,
but some things just gnaw away at you until you
have to do something about them. Some things
there’s no escape from.
It was November 1955 by the time I finally
moved out of Bournemouth, even though the
trouble had been a few months before. I had a
little photographic shop just off the sea front, but
there’s no chance of selling in the season. All the
premises change hands once that’s over, which is
a good thing I suppose, so you can get things
ready by Easter, decorations and so on.
Yarmouth was cheaper, and I managed to get
a shop on Regent Road with a little flat above,
and a basement I could use for a studio, which
was more than I’d had in Bournemouth. Regent
Road runs from the sea front to the town centre,
so it’s a good position for a photographic shop in
the summer, but a bit out of things in the winter.
Still, I knew from past experience the summer
was the time when you made the money. And I
never minded the chance to close up in the
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winter. More time for my little hobby as you
might say, and being a bit isolated in winter’s no
bad thing. Less people to stick their noses in
where they’re not wanted.
The shop bit was really pokey. Used to be
used by an old woman for selling swimming
costumes and a few sort of odd lines in summer
clothes. She died and the relatives sold it without
clearing it out. The stuff was years old. Most of
it I threw out, but I kept some things which
looked useful.
There was lots to do, like making a display
counter, so the more valuable things for sale
were out of reach of itchy fingers, and shelves
and painting, not to mention the work on the flat
to make it habitable, and the basement which
was awful. I wanted the basement for a studio,
but the other bits were more necessary.
Cars were hard to get at the time, but I’d
bought this black Ford Anglia in 1951, and even
though the move was expensive, with solicitor’s
fees and everything, I managed to keep it. I
followed the van up from Bournemouth. It
wasn’t a big van, because I’d rented furnished
before, so I’d never had furniture. All there was
were a few things from the old shop, crockery,
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clothes, my Cossor Melody Maker radio, books
and photos.
I always remember getting to Yarmouth with
the van. When I’d come to look at the place I’d
gone through the town, but they turned left up
Jellicoe Road and I followed. We went over the
bridge, and then all of a sudden, there was the
sea right in front of you, going away as far as
you could see, left and right. It’s a real shock
when you come over that bridge and it’s just
there.
They unloaded everything into the store room
at the back of the shop, while I went to Nelson
Road. I’d written to Mrs Kelf a few weeks
before so I could have some decent lodgings
while I got the flat sorted out. She was a nice
lady. A widow. And she only let two rooms out
on a short term basis, and not normally to men
she said. But her husband had been a
photographer in an amateur sort of way, so she
said she felt safe enough with me.
Then there was Miss Guthridge in the other
room, who was a teacher at the Grammar
School. She was cultured, and taught English, so
I used to try and talk properly to her, but I don’t
think you can hide it if you aren’t that well
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educated. Not that I was ever bottom of the class
or anything, but they didn’t think I was going to
be the second Bertrand Russell either.
Mrs Kelf only let for six weeks maximum,
which was all right with me as I wanted to be in
the flat by Christmas at the latest, and not just
for the cheapness. I always liked privacy. You
can’t really do what you like in someone else’s
house. It’s like you’re never alone, and never
know when they might knock on the door. And
it’s not like a house or flat where you can
pretend you’re not in. When you’re in a room
they can see the light under the door, and hear
any little movement. I suppose it’s all right if
you’re really pure, and never do anything to be
ashamed of. But if you’re interested in things
that aren’t that usual, then you have to be
careful.
I never kept the photos at Mrs Kelf’s anyway.
You never really know how much you can trust
people not to go through your things, so it
seemed too dangerous. In fact that was what I
did first after the removal men had gone. I
cleared off the cabinet with the lock on, and got
the album from the car and put it in and locked it
up.
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That was my reward. I wasn’t going to look
at them again until I’d got the flat so I could live
in it. I never lasted out of course, but it was a
good encouragement at the time.
Once Sunday came I had to go to church of
course. I was always brought up to do the right
thing, and my mother had me confirmed early.
At the time I remember the vicar saying it was
me who had to want to, and I said it was, but at
that age I don’t think I understood. I did know
my mother knew best though, so I did it anyway
and I’ve always kept it up.
Most of the time I believe in something, even
if it’s not exactly what they say, but I like all the
rituals and things. Pomp and ceremony my
father used to call it. He was a baptist, so even
low church was too high for him. It’s funny, you
always knew where you stood with him. He’d
never go to see a film if he could get the book
out of the library.
Now me I like to see the film, and have all
the candles and vestments, and nice alter frontals
and things in church. I like colour in things,
except for photos maybe, and some films like
thrillers. Also in church the music is good, and
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as I used to be a choir boy I know it all and that
makes it better to listen to.
On the way out of my lodgings I saw Miss
Guthridge with her hat and gloves on, so I asked
if she was worshipping, and it turned out she
was off to St Nicholas the same as me. Mrs Kelf
came into the hall and I asked if she was going
too, but she said she’d never gone since God
took her husband away premature. I could
imagine how she felt, but I had to agree with
Miss Guthridge who said she didn’t think it was
a good idea to try and get your own back on
God, although she waited till we were outside
before saying it.
We had quite a long walk to the church,
which was difficult as I’ve never been that good
at talking to women, even if they’re other
Christians and on the same side as it were. She
wasn’t that conversational so there were sort of
silent gaps and things, but somehow I got her
onto the bad standard of English taught in
schools and then she rattled on for ages. The
only trouble was after that I couldn’t say too
much, so as not to give away my own bad
standard of English. I could’ve blamed it on the
school I suppose, but at the time I didn’t think.
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It was a nice service and everything, being in
a big parish church with a choir and servers. You
could sit there and watch it as if it was a play,
and the candles gave it a sort of glow, because it
was a bit cloudy outside.
The only thing was I didn’t know any of the
people like in Bournemouth. It all seemed more
friendly back there, although it was probably
just because I’d been there a long time. Not that
you could call some of them friends. Some of
them just used to pretend they didn’t know me
after what happened, and walk straight past like
I didn’t exist. So much for Christian forgiveness.
They never knew what being a Christian was
really about, in fact I think some of them were in
it just for the show of it.
I told the vicar I hoped God was watching,
and he said he was sure he was, and I had to
forgive them. I thought that couldn’t be right,
because it was me who infringed the law, so it
was me who ought to be forgiven, but he said I
had to forgive them for not forgiving me. I
didn’t really agree, but I said a few prayers for
them, even though it didn’t seem fair. Partly that
was what decided me to leave.
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When we came out Miss Guthridge
introduced me to the vicar. He asked where I
was from, but I just said I was from the south
west. You can’t be too careful I don’t think,
especially with vicars. They have a sort of
grapevine to find out about people who move to
their parishes, and I was still after a fresh start.
Not that he would have told anyone even if he’d
found out I don’t suppose because vicars are
fairly trustworthy and discreet and things, but all
the same I didn’t want him to know.
Miss Guthridge said it wasn’t time for dinner
so we could go for a walk on the sea front. I’ve
never been a great fan of walking but I went
anyway. The sea was a long way away over the
sand dunes so you couldn’t see the waves
breaking or anything, and it was all bleak and
deserted, and the wind off the sea was really
cold. You couldn’t imagine what it would look
like in the summer, in fact it looked like no one
would ever come back.
I said as much to Miss Guthridge, and she
said I should have been a poet, because even
though what I said was simple, it was right.
After that I sort of felt easier about talking to
her. Even though I didn’t really feel like a poet I
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supposed she understood what I meant and
maybe wasn’t so bothered about my grammar.
Ever since I’ve always felt that way, that it’s
what someone has to say that’s important, rather
than how they say it.
That was the first time I ever thought of Miss
Guthridge as attractive. She wasn’t what you’d
ordinarily call beautiful because she had a sort
of bony face, but she had nice eyes with little
wrinkles round them that creased up when she
smiled. All of her used to smile at you, not just
her mouth or face. As she did it she used to push
her hands down into her pockets, and stay still,
so you always felt like you could put both arms
round her and give her a big hug. I never did of
course, but that’s how she used to make you feel.
She was tall and a bit on the thin side, and
always dressed smart in things that looked like
they’d been made just for her,
We wandered along for a bit, past the Royal
Aquarium, and the Britannia Pier. Then she went
up this small side road, and showed me the Little
Theatre, where there was a repertory company
doing a play every week, summer and winter.
She said they were very good and I ought to go
sometime. I wasn’t sure if it was an invitation or
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not, but supposed it wasn’t, although I did sort
of say I’d try it out.
When we got back there was Sunday lunch,
and Mrs Kelf had a few guests, so there were six
of us sitting down to dinner. Things like that
made me more sure it was a good idea to fix up
the flat over the shop as soon as I could. I’ve
always preferred to eat alone, and I’m never that
comfortable in small groups where if you don’t
say anything everyone notices. Not that they
weren’t all very nice, but you never feel you
have any privacy, and you have to sit there and
be polite after lunch when you really want to be
doing something else.
I went out in the afternoon to the shop. It
began drizzling with rain, like it always does on
Sunday afternoons. Everything was just grey,
and the wind whipped up Regent Road off the
sea and blew all the rain in my face. I had a mac
on, but the bottom half of my trousers got all wet
and my shoes leaked before I got there.
The place looked pretty dismal, all unwashed
and with dust on everything except what I
brought. On the previous Friday the gas and
electric had been turned on so there was heat and
light which was something to be thankful for. I
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tried the old gas fire which worked all right, and
the main room in the flat warmed up quite fast
considering
There were quite a few things to bring up
from downstairs, personal things, and the radio,
and a few books. Luckily there was a chair left
in the shop and a sort of card table behind the
counter, so I took those up too, as I didn’t have
any furniture yet. I arranged everything, put the
crockery in the kitchen, the clothes in the
bedroom and was even able to arrange the books
and the radio on a shelf that was left after giving
it a quick clean. The old aerial wire from
Bournemouth was wrapped round the radio. It
should’ve gone down the garden through a hole
in the window frame, but I just ran it behind the
books on the shelf and it seemed to work well
enough.
Things were fairly good, with heat and light
and the radio on, and somewhere to sit and a
table. I began to think I could move in quite
quickly if I got a bed. No more Mrs Kelf and
Miss Guthridge, and more time to myself and
my privacy, which was the really important
thing.
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I just sat there with the afternoon play on the
Home Service, and later put the Third
Programme on to listen to the music, but by then
it was dark and the reception wasn’t so good.
You always get those little whistles and foreign
stations sort of coming in at night. But it was
nice to be alone again. I relaxed, and the knots in
my stomach began to go away.
In the end I fell asleep and dreamt about Mrs
Kelf, and her asking me to hold her hand. When
I woke up and thought about it I felt peculiar,
and wished it had been the same dream about
Miss Guthridge. But you don’t have any control
over your dreams, particularly the ones you get
over and over again. It’s not exactly the same
every time the one I get, more just the same
idea, the same sort of thing.
That started me thinking about the photos of
course, and how I knew I would never last out
until I’d sorted the place out, so I went through
to the bedroom and got them out. Normally with
the photos I did everything the same way, very
exact and everything, but without any furniture
and the mirror and things I couldn’t. Even so it
was a big relief, looking at them again after four
days. I was able to slowly undo the lock on the
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cabinet, and take as long as possible getting
them out. The important thing is not to rush. You
always enjoy things more if you build up the
anticipation first. Looking back I don’t know
how I lasted so long, especially as normally I
used to get them out every day.
I didn’t get back till half way through the
evening, with Mrs Kelf making a fuss about
worrying if I’d been run over by a car. As if
there were any cars about anyway except mine,
and making a fuss because I missed tea without
saying and the food was wasted, which I think
worried her more than me being run over. There
was a big different between how she was in real
life and how she was in the dream, although I
wasn’t that interested in her either way
On the Monday I bought the Eastern Daily
Press, as Miss Guthridge said I might find
furniture for sale. There wasn’t much, but I did
find there was an auction in Acle on the
Thursday. Everyone used to call it Acle Sale,
and it happened every week, mostly for farmers
and things, but Mrs Kelf said there were all
kinds of household bits and pieces, and it was
worth going there with a van. She said I’d get
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furniture as well if I was lucky, and a lot cheaper
than in the classifieds.
After a little phoning I got a man with a van,
and booked him for Thursday. That was the easy
bit though as all the flat had to be cleaned up
first ready for if I bought anything. I’d had a few
days not doing a lot, but decided I was going to
have to go in every day as if I was at work so as
to get it all ready. I had tools that I’d brought up
with me but I had to get lots of other things.
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Monday morning I went into Woolworth’s
with the car to get paint and cleaners, and steps,
and sponges and things, and drove them to the
flat. Moving things about on Sunday had just
made things more difficult, as you really needed
the rooms clear to work. What seemed best was
to split it up into three days work, as that was
how long I had, and clear everything out first. I
did hall, kitchen and bathroom on the Monday,
living room on the Tuesday, and bedroom on the
Wednesday.
It was hard work, and it wasn’t as if I was
doing anything fancy. There wasn’t the time.
Hall, kitchen and bathroom were the easiest. I
just went round and put white emulsion on
everything including the ceilings. Then once I
did the first coat, and cleaned the floors it was
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dry and I started off again on coat number two.
Things came up really well, and after I cleaned
everything with bleach, like the sink and bath
and toilet, it all looked gleaming white like
somewhere that was just built. The windows
were all right, and the doors. I cleaned them
down of course, but the paint was still good.
In the other rooms I did the same. There was
still carpet down in the bedroom and living room
though, so I cleaned it all, and then shampooed
it. I think it was all fairly old, and it never came
up so good as the rest of what I did, but there
was no comparison with how it was before, and
at least after I did it you didn’t feel like you’d
catch something just from walking on it.
It was quite a surprise how good it all looked,
and I enjoyed doing it, which I never thought I
would. If I hadn’t been so keen to get the flat
organised with the furniture and everything I
would have started on the shop straight away. In
fact I remember thinking how good it would be
if the shop came up that well.
On the Thursday Mr Baker arrived early with
the van. Mrs Kelf left cornflakes out the night
before so I could have some breakfast before I
went, and I made Mr Baker a cup of tea to warm
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him up as he said there was no heater in the van.
I put on a big coat of course so as not to get
cold, and two socks, and two pullovers.
It wasn’t a long trip to Acle, but it was cold,
and there was ice on the road, so we couldn’t go
that fast. I hadn’t really seen the Norfolk
countryside before in the early morning, and it
was quite a surprise. There was a slight mist and
everything was a sort of silvery white where the
frost was, and you could see for miles as it’s all
so flat.
Mr Baker’s accent was a bit difficult to
understand, but we got on well enough, and he
pointed out things, and said what the villages
were as we went through them. He said he used
to live out near Acle, but moved into Yarmouth
when he got married. He didn’t mind too much,
as the van work took him out into the country
quite a lot, doing things for farmers and so on.
When we got there and had a look round it
was a bit disappointing. It was mostly livestock
like everyone said, and although there was
furniture it was all fairly old fashioned, even
though in good condition. As usual I didn’t
know what to do, as I didn’t want to spend lots
of money on things I wouldn’t keep for long.
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But there was nearly everything there that I
wanted like beds and chairs and tables and
wardrobes and things.
Mr Baker said I should see how cheap it was,
and then decide. He said to find what I was
interested in, and think about what was the
maximum it was worth to me, then not to go
over the price I’d settled on when it was being
auctioned. That seemed like a good thing to do,
so I went round making a list of what I wanted,
and how little I thought things were worth.
When it was all auctioned I was really
surprised by how cheap everything was. None of
the things came anywhere near my maximum
price, so we ended up with a real van load to
take back. It may not have been exactly what I
wanted, but at that price, and considering my
financial position after the move and everything
it was the kind of thing you couldn’t turn down.
During the auction I let Mr Baker do the
bidding. I’d never been to an auction before and
was too nervous to do it really. Every time
something came up I just told him the maximum
price, and he would bid for it, and as I said we
ended up buying everything. Even he said what
a bargain it all was, and how he wished he was
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in the market for furniture as he’d have saved a
fortune, even if his wife wouldn’t have been too
keen on the style, which was where the problem
was in his house.
It all took a lot of loading up, and it was a
good job there was two of us, although Mr
Baker did most of the work. When it was all on
the van I took him down the road to the pub, and
bought him a pint of beer for lunch, although I
only had a half, as it really affects me, especially
if I have too much. I think it comes from having
a small frame, and less blood to dilute the
alcohol.
The sun had come out over lunch, so the
journey back was pleasanter and warmer. It
began to look like Autumn again, even though
that was really gone, but it’s surprising how
good the countryside looks with a bit of sun on
it, and I felt really good, like I was finally
coming out of some bad dream. Now it looked
like I could move out of Mrs Kelf’s quickly, and
relax a bit in my own flat.
Once we got to Regent Road I expected Mr
Baker would just put all the furniture in the shop
and leave me to it, but he was really good about
it. He said I’d hired him for the day and there
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was two and a half hours before going home
time, and up till then he’d do whatever I wanted.
In fact I think he’s one of the most honest people
I’ve met, and will always help you out if he can.
I showed him where the furniture would
eventually go, and he said it would be a pity to
put it up where I’d cleaned before dusting it off,
so we put it in the shop first and went over it
with a duster before taking it upstairs. Only the
table was really dirty, and we gave that a real
wash down, legs as well, before taking it up,
especially as you have to eat off it and
everything.
Most things went up fairly easily, including
the bed, although we had to unbolt it and take
the frame up separately from the front and back
end. Even after we’d got everything up the stairs
there was still an hour left before Mr Baker went
home, so he helped me unpack things from
boxes, and fill up all the drawers and things.
With two of us at it, and with him working
quicker than I normally would have, we got
nearly all of it done, and he took the boxes down
to the van, as he said he could find a use for
them in his line of work, which I suppose was
true.
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I paid him before he went, and tried to give
him something extra for all the help he’d been,
but he wouldn’t take it. All he wanted was an
honest days pay for an honest days work he said,
and anyway he said he enjoyed it especially as
we got it all moved in as it felt like we’d
achieved something.
After he went I just wandered round for a bit
and put the radio on the light programme. There
were still a few things to do, so I made a list to
remind me, as I can never remember when I get
into Woolworth’s or somewhere. The only big
thing left was a cooker as I hadn’t decided on
gas or electric. But I also needed light shades,
and net curtains so no one could see in, and
groceries, and the curtains that were up needed
washing, but it was almost ready to move in and
I felt excited.
I thought about the photos of course once no
one was about, but I had to be back at Mrs
Kelf’s for six o’clock tea, so I couldn’t really.
Still, I put the mattress in front of the gas fire to
air before leaving, so I had an excuse to go back
in the evening and turn it round.
Mrs Kelf was really surprised when I said I
thought I’d be ready to move out at the
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weekend. I’d only been there a week and a half,
and I think she was sort of hoping for more
custom. She said she hoped I wasn’t rushing
things, but I said I was just lucky getting all the
furniture in one go like that.
I don’t think she looked convinced, but it
didn’t matter as I’d made up my mind to go. It
wasn’t as if I was obliged to give notice or
anything, but you could see she didn’t like it.
Later Miss Guthridge said she thought Mrs Kelf
probably wondered if I was just being quick to
go because I didn’t like something about the
way she kept house. I just said I wasn’t that keen
on any lodgings really as I liked to be by myself,
and Miss Guthridge said I was like her.
Even being able to be away from Mrs Kelf’s
for the evening was good, and I did need to turn
the mattress round anyway. It was nice and
warm when I got back, with the fire having been
on for so long, so I put the radio on and sat down
to listen to some music while I waited for the
other side to air. Once it was finished I put it on
the bed, and made the bed up. Then I realised
there was no heating in the bedroom, as when I
went through it was really cold, and that sort of
finished my plans for having a proper time with
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the photos. I always think you should do things
in comfort. I went back to the kitchen to make
some tea, but then realised there was no kettle,
so that was two more things to add to the list.
You don’t realise how much you need till you’re
living somewhere really, and even what you’d
think were obvious things just slip your mind.
The next day I went all round the shops and
got all the things I wanted. In the end I settled
for a second hand electric cooker, as it was a lot
cheaper than a gas one, and they could put it in
straight away. Also in the second hand shop they
had a few heaters. Some were paraffin and some
were electric. The man said the electric ones
were expensive to run, but I never could stand
the smell of paraffin, so I bought an electric one
anyway. It had two bars on it, so I thought it
should heat the room up well, as I knew how hot
the one bar fire was that the landlord put in
where I used to live.
It was too much trouble to move out of Mrs
Kelf’s on the Friday evening, even though
everything at the flat was ready, so I left it till
after breakfast on the Saturday. She and Miss
Guthridge I think were sorry to see me go when
the time came, although I don’t know why
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particularly. I put my few things in the car, and
they both came out to wave me off, even though
I was only going half a mile down the road. It
was dry and sunny. One of those sort of crisp
bright mornings you get in November, and it
was warm in the car with the sun coming in
through the window. I enjoyed that little journey
more than any I’ve ever made. It really felt like I
was starting all over again.
I don’t want it to sound as if I had a plan, but
it was as if the first stage of something was
complete. Being back on my own, and in a
premises which lent itself to my little hobby
made me feel as if I was getting somewhere. It’s
funny how you get to know what’s important in
your life when things get close to happening. I
mean the shop ought to have been the main thing
after moving in, especially as there was lots to
do to it and that was how I made my living.
Anyone else would have done that bit straight
away, but I had other interests.
The studio and darkroom were the important
things for the photos. You can’t do anything
without somewhere private to work, and the
basement didn’t have any windows, so I thought
I could use it for both. There was a lot to do of
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course, as I don’t think it had been used for
years, and it had a sort of damp smell to it,
although there wasn’t any mould or bad walls or
anything.
I knew I could do all the painting up and
everything myself, but I’ve never been any good
at woodwork. My woodwork master in school
said he’d never seen such a bad dovetail joint as
the one I did in the first year, and the holes in
my egg rack were too big, and only suitable for
ducks eggs he said. It was difficult to know
where to find a carpenter who would do what I
wanted at a reasonable price as I didn’t know
anyone, or how much you ought to pay.
Eventually I rang up Mr Baker, for advice
really, but he said if I paid his wages for a day
he’d turn his hand to most things, and he wasn’t
a bad carpenter. So that seemed like a good idea,
as I knew he worked hard and would do as good
a job as possible.
I did what I could down there first like
carting all the rubbish out and cleaning it all up,
but it still didn’t look too good. What it really
needed was several coats of really thick paint, so
as to cover up all the years of neglect, so that
was what I had to do, and on the ceiling as well.
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I even tried painting the floor, but it didn’t come
up as well as the walls and ceiling.
In the second hand shop I saw some
industrial matting in strips, and it was cheap
enough to buy sufficient for the studio end, so I
bought it, and some lino for where the darkroom
part was. You can’t have carpet in a darkroom of
course since you can’t guarantee you won’t spill
any of the chemicals, and at least with lino you
can just wipe it up.
After I’d done it all it looked at least
passable, and it wasn’t as if I had to live down
there or anything, and by the time I’d got
everything in I knew the odd patches on the
walls wouldn’t show so much. There was plenty
of space which was the main thing as equipment
can take up quite a bit of room, so it wasn’t hard
to plan out what was needed before asking Mr
Baker to come in.
He came and looked at what I wanted, which
wasn’t much really, but there were two bits of
woodwork which I couldn’t do. First there was a
long work bench to be built by the sink, so I had
somewhere for the enlarger and the dishes, and
above there had to be a shelf to put the
chemicals and the paper on. In fact I asked for
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two shelves, so I would keep the paper above the
chemicals so there was no chance of spillage.
Photographic paper’s expensive so it seemed
safer that way, and a high shelf for the safe light
makes it easier to see what you’re doing.
Then there was the frame. I said it was for
putting up backing paper of course, and no one
could tell any different. It was an eight foot
square timber frame with a support bar vertical
down the middle, and holes drilled in the
corners, and about four foot up on the centre bar.
The whole thing was to be fixed to the back wall
with struts so it came out about two and a half
feet, and I had a couple of strong pulleys put
underneath the top bar.
Before giving him the plan I looked at it
every day for about a week, to see if anyone
would be able to see any other use for it, because
you can’t afford speculation or anything, but I
eventually decided it was probably impossible to
tell, especially as it really did do the job with the
backing paper and everything. Just to be on the
safe side though I made a backing sheet for him
to pull up and down to check it worked.
Mr Baker was really good. I’ve never seen
anyone work so hard. We went to get the wood
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first thing in the morning, and brought it back in
the van. He started off while I cleared a bigger
space to work in the shop, and then I was
carpenter’s mate for a while, helping out and
holding things and fetching tools. It only took
the one day to get the shelves up and do the
workbench, which was a lot quicker and cheaper
than I expected.
The frame was a bit on the big side, and we
cut the wood to shape before taking it down, but
of course had to put it together where it was
wanted, as something that big isn’t so
transportable. We had a bit of trouble fixing it to
the wall as well, as it wasn’t as stable as I
wanted it with only the four brackets. Eventually
Mr Baker got some more wood struts and some
metal brackets and put in some more supports to
the floor and ceiling as well as back to the wall.
By the time he finished it was almost part of the
house, and only a big earthquake would have
shifted it, but you could still walk behind like I
wanted.
The whole thing took less than two days with
Mr Baker doing it, which was a good thing,
because had it been me it would have taken three
weeks and still wouldn’t have been right. I only
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had the painting to do after he’d gone, which
took a few days with waiting for coats to dry and
things, but afterwards it looked really good and
blended in well with the way I’d done
everything else.
The only other thing was to get the
equipment in. I’d left it all packed up in its
boxes at the back of the shop ever since I’d
moved in and it was quite exciting getting it all
out a bit at a time. Photographic equipment
always looked and felt good to me. I like the sort
of intricateness of cameras and the way the
metal and leather feels in your hands. You
always feel as though you’re in charge when you
have a camera round your neck. It sort of lets
you tell people what to do, how you want them
to act, or look, or pose. Things go the way you
want them to, not like in real life.
I pulled up one of the backgrounds on the
frame before taking the lights down. That way it
was easier to line them up the way I wanted,
although without someone to stand in front you
can never be sure, but it saves time to have them
roughly in the right place before you start
photographing someone.
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The tripod was rather old fashioned, a
wooden one I bought in 1947 in a second hand
shop. It did the job though and I always liked the
look of it. Made people think you were a real
photographer of long standing, as if you’d been
doing it for years. There wasn’t a camera I had
that didn’t look better for being put on top of it.
I brought the little card table down to put odd
bits and pieces on, like the flash which I never
used, but left around just for show, and it was
somewhere to put the other cameras that weren’t
on the tripod, and my light meter of course.
Once it was all set up I felt really proud of it.
You could take anyone down there now and it
really looked like a studio, and it had to really if
I was going to use it as part of the shop, for
taking pictures of the public and things. No one
would guess there was any less usual use for it,
so it was fairly safe I thought.
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The thing I needed of course was a model,
and that was where the problem had been before.
You have to be so careful not to infringe the law
and things, and take it all really carefully, and
you never know if she’s interested in what
you’re interested in. I suppose most women
aren’t interested, at least not in the beginning,
although perhaps some of them become
interested later.
How to approach someone was the problem,
as you can’t just walk up to someone and ask if
they’ll model. That was partly what got me into
trouble in Bournemouth, and I didn’t want to fall
at the first fence again so to speak, especially
considering what I had in mind. There was a
long way to go, but I had to get the first bit right.
Also it was no good to start off with the wrong
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person as you could waste lots of time, and your
secret could get out that way too.
It’s difficult having to be so sure before you
can ask someone. I don’t know if you can tell by
what people do or anything, but there are your
instincts I suppose, even though they can let you
down, as I already found out. I think they’re
mostly right though, and in any case they’re all
you’ve got.
I saw Miss Guthridge again on Sundays at
church of course. It was surprising how much
different she looked, not being in the same house
as her or anything. You sort of see people
differently if you’re not living with them.
Before, when she had the room next to mine it
was as if she was a sister or something and you
couldn’t sort of think of her any other way, but
now it was as if she was just any other woman
you might meet on the street, and more attractive
for not being at such close quarters. Not that
there was anything wrong with her close up.
The only problem with that though is that
when she was like a sister she was easy enough
to speak to, at least after I stopped worrying
about my English, but with her being just
another woman as it were, it wasn’t so easy to
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say things to her, or at least not what I wanted to
say. I’ve always found it difficult to talk to
women who weren’t like sisters, and I never had
any sisters. But mostly it only gets to be
impossible when there’s something you have to
put to them.
If I’d still been living in the same house as
Miss Guthridge it would have been easy enough
to ask her to go out somewhere, and I’d’ve done
it like it was a brotherly thing to do, but it was
different once I moved out. Also I’d seen her at
church several times, and it seemed strange to
leave it so long, and not to have asked her
earlier, so I wondered what she would think.
The truth was I’d never much thought about
her as being that attractive, or really as a
possibility as a model. Maybe I was too close to
begin with, or perhaps my mind wasn’t on it
properly until I had the studio finished, but it
made it harder to approach her. The more I
thought about it the more it seemed like a good
idea. Her face was sort of angular, but she was
tall enough and slim, and she seemed to quite
like me, or at any rate used to talk to me, so I
decided I ought to do something about it.
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After church might not sound like the right
time for starting off something that would lead
to what I had in mind, but that was the only time
I saw her and had a chance to speak, and in
church certainly wouldn’t have been right, so
there was no alternative really. I nearly always
made sure I had the chance to walk out with her,
even if we didn’t sit together. You could sort of
keep one eye on her during the last prayer, and
then get up just before she got level with your
pew, walk out onto the opposite aisle and act
surprised to meet her at the door.
I decided to do to her what she did to me, and
suggest we go for a walk on the sea front before
lunch. That was how we first got to talk really
and I thought it was safe enough, so she might
be willing to do that again. I surprised her at the
door like I said, and then walked out with her,
and said it was a nice day, which it was, and I
was going for a walk down to the front, and
would she like to come. There wasn’t any
argument, and it didn’t even look as if she
thought twice about it, so I must have made it
sound really casual, even if it wasn’t how I felt.
Once we were walking along, the
conversation came all right, as I suppose I ought
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to have known it would, except I worry a lot.
You can’t know someone, and then go back to
not knowing them if you know what I mean. She
always did most of the talking which made
things easier as I don’t think she was that quiet a
person. Not that she was loud or anything
unpleasant, just sort of gently talkative.
Even so I found it hard to get things round to
me asking if she would like to go for a meal with
me, as it’s a really hard thing to just come out
with as if you haven’t rehearsed the line about a
thousand times, which of course I had, which is
why it’s so hard I suppose. I tried discussing
restaurants, even though there weren’t that many
I’d been in, but it sort of drifted away before I
could say it.
In the end I just said it, and then there was
this awkward gap, probably because I just
blurted it out and it was suddenly really obvious
what I’d been up to all along. There was a bit
when she looked at me quite startled, as it
dawned on her, but then she smiled, and pushed
both hands in her pockets and said she would.
I think it was the first time I’d just asked
someone straight out, and even though it wasn’t
that smooth or anything, at least it worked. I
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went home feeling good and nervous about it all
at the same time, and looking forward to it
happening, but not wanting it to come too soon.
It’s the same as with getting the photos out, you
have to make it last as long as possible, and
build up the anticipation so you enjoy it more.
After she agreed I began working harder on
the shop. It was the excitement I think, and the
fact that if you leave things they never get done.
There was a lot to do all right, and I wasn’t that
keen on starting decorating again, but there
wasn’t much choice. There was no chance of
paying anyone else to do it, as I was too short of
cash from the move, and what I did have had to
be used for other more important things like
buying stock. What you haven’t got you can’t
sell.
On the Monday morning I really made a start,
throwing things out into the yard at the back,
until the place was clear of everything that was
moveable. There was the old counter at one end
which I finally decided wasn’t useful, as I
needed one with a glass top so you could see the
merchandise, but not be able to touch. It was
screwed to the wall, and all painted in, so there
was no choice but to lever it off. I didn’t like
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splintering what could have been useful wood
but I couldn’t start decorating till it was out.
It was down to Woolworth’s again for more
tins of white emulsion. The girl there asked if I
was painting the town hall, as that was the only
thing she could think of that would need so
much paint. I explained I was opening a
photographers on Regent Road, and she said I
should see the manager and get the paint
wholesale as I was a business. Before I could
stop her she’d rung for him, which I wouldn’t
normally have done, as I don’t like to make a
fuss. He said they didn’t actually supply at real
wholesale rates, but would take ten per cent off
for other business people, so I did get it a bit
cheaper.
The girl said I’d have to take her photo if she
came down in the summer, and I said I would,
especially as she was so attractive, and I’d just
finished the studio. She blushed, which was the
first time anyone had done that with me,
although perhaps it was because she was a lot
younger.
When it was all painted I rang Mr Baker, and
he came round to see what I needed for a
counter and shelves, and also to take the rubbish
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out of the back yard and down to the dump, as
there was too much for the corporation dust cart.
I said the shelves could be painted like
everything else, but the cabinets and the counter
had to look like proper jobs with varnished
wood surrounds and glass fronts and tops, with
proper little locks on. Anyway he measured up
and went away, and said he’d see what he could
do. There were no promises, but he’d see if he
could come up with something. I hoped he
would, as I couldn’t think of anyone else I could
ask.
After a few days he turned up with some
plans he’d drawn up himself, and it all looked
really professional and I was impressed,
especially as they seemed really cheap when he
said what he was intending to charge.
About a week later we went to Acle Sale
again to get some second hand carpet, as he said
shops always look more classy with carpet down
instead of lino, and the customers think you
must be well established and trustworthy, even if
you aren’t. We also got some chairs for people to
sit on while they waited.
Once he’d laid the carpet he went and fetched
the cabinets and the counter, and they were
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beautiful. They had a dark wood stained
surround with glass inlaid, and dark green felt
covered shelves. They must have taken him ages
to make. Anything you put in would look five
pound more expensive just for being in there.
Suddenly I felt I had a shop with class, and not
just a seaside photographers. It’s amazing what a
difference something like that can make.
I said how excellent they were, and he looked
really pleased. He really used to like to do a job
well, and you could tell he enjoyed it, and I’ve
never known anyone so versatile. Anything you
wanted doing he could do, and it seemed so
lucky to have found him by chance, just by a
phone call to find a man with a van.
I paid him straight away of course like I
always did, and as usual he wouldn’t take
anymore than what he’d said it would cost, but
he did let me buy him lunch, which I was
grateful for as I’m sure all of what he did would
have been more expensive if I’d had to go
elsewhere.
Having got the main part of the shop done I
felt like a great weight had been lifted from me.
I was free of everything now. All the bits I didn’t
like were done, and only the bits I did like
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doing, like the display photos and ordering the
stock were left. Now I could concentrate on my
little hobby, and Miss Guthridge.
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All too soon the day came to take Miss
Guthridge out to dinner. I’d sat down several
evenings before, and practised lots of lines, even
though it wasn’t likely I’d get to say any of
them. Still, you have to be prepared, even if the
lady you’re seeing is able to manage the
conversation all right on her own.
It was difficult to know what to wear, as I
only had the one suit which I wore on Sundays,
and I didn’t want it to look as if I was going to
church, as it might do things to the atmosphere. I
shaved again though, for the second time that
day, and put on a sports jacket and trousers, after
having a bath and combing my wet hair flat, so it
wouldn’t stand up on end, like it had a tendency
to do on important occasions.
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Once I was ready I sat down in the chair and
tried to breathe deeply and calmly until the time
came to go. I wasn’t that calm at all though and
it was hard to pretend I was, but I hoped the
drive might settle me as doing something you’re
used to often helps.
I drove over to the school, and although I
wasn’t so nervous in the car the palms of my
hands were all sweaty and stuck to the steering
wheel. Not that it was dangerous as there wasn’t
that much traffic about, and I don’t drive that
fast anyway. I can’t say it was a drive I enjoyed
although I got some of the anticipation back.
Of course as soon as she came out it was all
right, as she chatted away quite easily and as
usual I didn’t have to do much. Some child in
her class had been a nuisance and really annoyed
her, so I got the whole story, right down to who
said what about his parents in the staff room
afterwards. By the time she’d got through all
that I’d forgotten about being nervous.
I hadn’t booked a table or anything, as I
thought the restaurants probably wouldn’t be too
crowded in a seaside town on a Tuesday in early
December. Not only were they not crowded but
most of them weren’t even open, and the
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problem wasn’t finding a seat, but finding a
restaurant, which wasn’t that easy as neither of
us eat in restaurants and we didn’t know where
they were. In the end I asked a policeman in the
market place, and he sent us down the other end
of town to a place on St Peter’s Road.
There was no one else in it, and a stocky little
man showed us to a table near the electric fire. It
wasn’t that warm, and we didn’t feel like taking
our coats off, and when he went to get the menu
Miss Guthridge said she wished she’d brought
her gloves. She was only joking I think, but it
wasn’t that far off being true.
The food was all right, but I think the stocky
man was the owner, and the waiter, and the chef,
as he was away all the time from when we
ordered to when the food came. Also he was too
well dressed just to be a waiter, with a suit and
everything. I didn’t mind him going away for
long periods as I don’t like the feeling I’m being
overheard in restaurants, especially as my
conversation isn’t that good.
Once we were alone I got her onto talking
about her parents, and how she was brought up,
and college and everything, as I think it’s a good
idea to know about people you have in mind for
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the photos. It can make it less of a risk when you
ask them, if you’ve got a good idea about them
from talking to them. You sort of know whether
they might or not.
Everything was very ordinary. Her father
managed a shop, and not a small one like mine
either, but on the other hand he didn’t own it,
and her mother was just a housewife. They paid
for her to go to college, which was expensive,
and after a while in London she moved to
Norfolk as it was nicer, and the children were
easier to teach, not being so rough and things.
The food was good, and cooked to order I
expect as there was only us in there, and it
wasn’t too expensive either, even though it was a
nice restaurant with a carpet and upholstered
chairs. You could tell he made an effort, so I
made a note of it to go back there when the
weather was warmer.
Afterwards I said she could come back to
mine if she wanted and I’d put on some coffee. I
don’t think I expected she’d say yes to be honest
as it’s not exactly the done thing, especially as I
lived on my own and away from the rest of
civilisation, but she said she would like to. She
also wanted to share the bill, and I tried to say
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that as the man I should pay, but the harder I
tried to stop her putting her half in the less I
seemed to have any chance of winning.
It was a nice drive back as she said we should
go all round the harbour’s mouth and back along
the front. I’d never been down there before, even
in daylight, and all the ships looked really good
lit up, and you could see Gorleston across the
water, and the houses on the cliffs. In her
opinion it was better in the summer, as when you
get round onto the front all the illuminations are
on, but it wasn’t the summer and there wasn’t
anything we could do about it.
Back at mine it was nice and warm as I’d left
the heating on just in case, even though I wasn’t
expecting anything as it were. I made some
coffee, and she put the radio on, but it just
crackled as usual until I hit it, and then it was all
right. After she’d finished I asked if she’d like to
see the shop and the studio and she she would so
I took her down.
It all looked very impressive she said, as she
remembered what it used to look like before I
bought it, and she was surprised I’d managed to
do so much to it so quickly. I just said it was
surprising what you could do if you set your
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mind to it, and didn’t mention Mr Baker at all as
there didn’t seem to be any advantage to him,
and particularly not to me in doing so.
She was intrigued by the studio, and of
course I had a backing sheet up on the frame, so
it looked really professional. She wanted to
know what each bit of equipment was for and
how it was used and things. For a teacher she
was really inquisitive as in my experience
they’re all interested in telling other people
things and not in being told things.
I said she should let me take some photos of
her sometime as she had a good face for photos.
That was normally my opening line, except for
the mistake in Bournemouth. If you don’t
mention their body, and they think you only
want to take pictures of their face, then they feel
safer, and they’re more likely to say yes.
Even though she didn’t sort of say one way
or the other you could see she was interested just
by the way her eyes looked, and I think she
knew I wasn’t just interested in her face, and it
sort of excited her. It’s funny but I always get
this feeling about people, and can tell if they
want to do what they shouldn’t. She would pick
the odd thing up and pretend to look at it, but
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you could tell she was imagining herself
standing in front of the backing paper with a
camera on her.
We went upstairs again and I made some
more coffee, and asked if she’d like to go out
again, to the pictures maybe, and that was when
she really surprised me. She said she really
shouldn’t have gone out with me in the first
place, as she had a young man in Ipswich called
Henry, and it was quite serious. But with him not
being around, particularly during the week, she
got bored, so that was why she went out with
me. I was a bit shocked as you might expect, but
tried not to show it, and of course it all clicked
into place about her hesitation, and insisting on
paying half the bill. It was probably the reason
she came back to the flat, so as to tell me.
As I said I always feel you should follow
your instincts, and I had this feeling it was best
not to press things, so I said I was happy to go
anywhere with her on just a friendly basis if she
wanted to and thought it was all right, but I
understood if she didn’t want to. I said that if she
was feeling in need of some company she only
had to say when she saw me at church on
Sunday and we could do something. That
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seemed to make her feel easier about things and
I took her back to Mrs Kelf’s.
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The Christmas holidays came up and Miss
Guthridge just disappeared. Down to Ipswich I
suppose to be with Henry, although she might
have gone home to her parents as lots of people
do over Christmas and the New Year. I didn’t of
course as both my parents are dead, and being an
only child I couldn’t visit brothers or sisters
either, so there was no choice but to stay in the
flat.
I never much cared for Christmas even when
I was a child. Not that I didn’t like presents and
things but there were always too many people
around. It’s better if you celebrate things with
just a few people I always think, otherwise you
never really have a chance to talk to anyone
about anything important. With lots of people all
you can really do is say hello. When you’re a
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child of course all the grown ups want to play
with your toys, so that’s another reason it’s not
much fun.
There wasn’t enough of me to eat a turkey of
course, so I abandoned poultry and made a lamb
casserole instead which I like better anyway.
People should have what they like at Christmas I
always think. The other thing I can’t stand is
dried fruit, so I never have Christmas cake or
Christmas pudding. I had a nice apple tart and
white sauce to finish off dinner. Then I sat down
with a glass of port to listen to the Queen’s
speech on the radio.
It was one of the nicest Christmases I’ve had
in a long time, sitting there all nice and warm,
watching the wind blow things up Regent Road,
with no one else about, only half a street away
from the sea. That cut off feeling was something
I always liked. Sometimes I used to imagine a
big plague came and killed off everyone except
me, and perhaps a few women, although not too
many, and that was how it felt, and sometimes I
don’t think I would mind if it did happen. You
wouldn’t have to worry about the law and things
and it would be up to you if you wanted to do
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certain things, and no one else’s business except
yours.
The New Year came, and I couldn’t help
looking back to how it was in Bournemouth only
the year previous, and how stable it all seemed
but wasn’t. Things had changed a lot, and I
hoped everything would go better now I was
somewhere new.
I went to church again the Sunday after New
Year, but there still wasn’t any sign of Miss
Guthridge, so I guessed she must have been
away still. It’s funny how you don’t really think
about missing someone until they aren’t there
anymore.
The more I thought about everything I had in
mind the more I felt it was important not to
waste lots of time, especially as it was a good
idea to go slowly. It was because you couldn’t
afford to rush it that you couldn’t afford to lose
time in starting.
Even though Miss Guthridge seemed like a
good choice for modelling, because of her
boyfriend I couldn’t be sure she would, so I
thought maybe it was best to start off the process
with someone else. It was a difficult decision to
make as the more I thought about it the more I
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thought I would prefer to do it with Miss
Guthridge than anyone else, as she had a sort of
quality that I hadn’t seen anywhere except in
her. Still, sometimes you have to cut your losses
and go for something that might be more
probable.
I didn’t know where to begin really. There
was always the possibility of putting an
advertisement somewhere, but if it was local and
had your address on then people might talk, and
anyway I wasn’t sure the kind of women who
would answer modelling adverts would be the
kind I was after.
Things began to fall into place when I went
to Woolworth’s again early in the New Year
before Miss Guthridge got back, and after I’d
been thinking about things. I only went in for a
screwdriver to replace one I’d bent slightly when
I was taking out the old counter, and I saw the
assistant who got me the money off the paint for
being a business. She asked when I was going to
take her pictures in a sort of jokey kind of way,
not serious, but friendly, and so we started
talking.
Her name was Liz and she was a lot younger
than me but we got on all right, and in fact she
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was really easy to talk to. Probably it was
because she was younger that I didn’t feel
nervous at all, and I think she liked the idea of
an older man taking an interest in her, so we
were well suited as you might say.
She said she’d always worked in hardware,
ever since she left school, and knew every type
of paint and screwdrivers you could get, which
was unusual as she said only men usually knew
things like that. I said I didn’t know anything
about hardware at all so maybe we should get
together. She laughed, and it seemed like she
liked me, so I said that The Sound Barrier was
on at the Regal and would she like to go and see
it. Somehow it seemed easier just to ask her to
go somewhere rather than push the modelling,
and I think I was right as she said yes.
There was all the problems of where to meet
and things, but when I said I had a car she gave
me her address so I could pick her up, and I
think she was really impressed I owned a car, as
not many people did.
I stood outside looking at the shop, as I
intended to show it to her, to prove I wasn’t
giving her a line or anything. Not that she
doubted anything I said by the look of her, but I
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wanted to impress her again, after how she
looked when I mentioned the car. It didn’t look
quite right somehow, which I thought was
maybe because it needed a coat of paint, so I
gave it one, and cleaned the windows.
A couple of days later I was still trying to
decide why it looked wrong. It was clean and
tidy, and now the outside looked as good as the
inside, but it didn’t look that impressive, and
then it suddenly came to me. There was no sign.
Nothing to say what it was, or who owned it or
anything. It sounded like a job for Mr Baker, as I
couldn’t see myself being any good at
signwriting.
The problem was what to put on it.
HAROLD STINE - PHOTOGRAPHER or
PHOTOGRAPHIC STORES - Prop H. Stine, or
just PHOTOGRAPHY. I thought about it for a
few days, and then it came to me. STINE’S
PHOTOGRAPHIC. It was simple and direct, but
it had a ring to it, and sounded more impressive
than any of the others.
I rang Mr Baker, and he came to measure up
and talk about colours. He said blue lettering on
white always showed up well if you kept it
clean, and was more classy than the more gaudy
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seaside designs up and down the road. There
was a friend of his who could do the lettering on
the sign after he made it, although he said that
would cost more, but I had it done anyway as he
said that was how it would come out best.
He did it quickly as usual and it looked really
good. Even when I saw it lying on the pavement
outside it looked like it was a better sign than
most of the shops up the road. It was difficult to
get up, and we were both up on step ladders for
ages before he got the screws in, but after we did
it I felt really proud. Just to see it there,
STINE’S PHOTOGRAPHIC, gave me a funny
feeling down my spine.
Every time I walked past over the next few
days I kept thinking how much like a real shop it
looked, much more than it did before. I think it
was partly seeing my name up there, really made
me think how proud my parents would be if they
could see it. Even though it was empty and there
was nothing in the window it didn’t look strange
as it was out of season, and none of the other
shops had things in the window either. People
didn’t used to bother till Easter.
Once we were in the New Year I looked
around for entertainment and things in the town.
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That time of year there wasn’t much of course,
but there were a few things advertised in the
Mercury and I thought about going to some of
them. One that caught my eye was chamber
music recitals at the central library. I’ve always
liked chamber music, and often used to put on
the Third programme so as to pick up a bit of
culture, and I enjoyed the music too of course.
The first Saturday I went along, and bought
my entrance on the door, rather than joining for
all of them, in case I didn’t like it. The first half
was really good, some piano trio like they used
to have in cafés, but better, and playing all the
music, not just the popular bits. Just playing bits
of things used to annoy me as it seemed like it
was cheating and making it seem like there was
less to it than there was.
I’d bought my coffee ticket at the beginning,
so there was no waiting about in the interval,
and as it was in the library there were pictures to
look at too. Some local artist who did seascapes
as a speciality. I remember thinking it was a
good job he didn’t live in Birmingham or
somewhere.
Just as I was looking at a really nice one of
the power station at sunset across the river
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which was all bright oranges and blues, which I
might have bought if it hadn’t been so
expensive, I saw Miss Guthridge. She was with
a man, who I thought must have been Henry
down from Ipswich for the weekend, as they
were holding hands.
I made sure to stay behind them so they
didn’t see me, as I didn’t particularly want to be
introduced, because it might’ve been a bit
awkward as I’d been out with her, and you can
never tell what a conversation will get round to.
It was hard to make out what they were saying,
but I heard them say my power station picture
was awful once they got round to it. It just
shows how even educated people sometimes
don’t see what’s in things.
After the interval I had to sit nearer the back
so they didn’t see me, and then make a quick
getaway at the end. It was a bit worrying as I
thought if he came down regularly I might not
be able to go there so often.
Seeing them there together made me realise
how important it was to get on all right with Liz,
as it brought home to me how unlikely it was
that Miss Guthridge would be a possibility for
modelling. It looked like she was fairly serious
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with him, which I knew anyway, but it’s only
when you see it that it brings it home to you.
I picked Liz up in the car the next Tuesday
which is about my favourite night for going out
as it’s not straight after the weekend, and it’s not
too near the end of the week when everywhere
gets crowded. There’s something about places
that makes them less friendly when there’s lots
of people in them. I never really feel at home
when a cinema is full up, and there’s always
someone if front of you who’s about eight foot
tall sitting down. At least on Tuesdays you can
find somewhere so you have a clear view of the
screen.
When I arrived at her house I knocked on the
door, and then had to go in and see her mum.
You could see she thought I was a bit old for her
daughter, and asked lots of questions. It wasn’t a
good start, and I began to think it might be a bit
dangerous getting her to do the photos if her
mum was really nosey.
Liz liked the car I think even though she said
it was a little old fashioned. I said they were
hard to get, but better than the bus and she
agreed. It wasn’t that far to the Regal anyway,
and I normally would have walked, but if you’re
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taking someone you have to make an effort I
suppose. Luckily there was a car park at the
back so that made things easier as I don’t like
having to look for a place to park.
The film was good, although I think I
enjoyed it more than she did, but of course the
advantage of going to the pictures is you don’t
have to talk, so there aren’t any awkward gaps
or anything. You just sit there and get
entertained, so the burden isn’t falling on you all
the time, which is a benefit, as I’ve always found
it hard entertaining women. They never look as
though they’re satisfied, although I suppose they
are, but it’s not the sort of thing you can ask.
Afterwards I said I’d show her the shop, as
there was still about three quarters of an hour
before her mum said she had to be in. She
wanted to go for a drink, but I wasn’t certain she
was old enough, and after Bournemouth I
couldn’t afford to get caught in a pub with an
under-age girl. You have to be a bit careful, as it
would all have come out I suppose if I got
caught for that, so it seemed safer to get her back
to mine.
I showed her the studio, but she didn’t
mention having her photo taken, although she
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looked quite interested in the equipment and
things, but there wasn’t that look in her eye like
Miss Guthridge had. Liz wasn’t even thinking
about modelling, but you could see Miss
Guthridge was thinking about what it would be
like to be standing there with a camera pointed
at her.
I gave her a coffee and showed her the flat
before taking her home, and although she was
friendly she wasn’t as impressed as I thought she
would be. She sort of just took things for
granted, and didn’t bother about how much work
you’d put into it. I did think it was worth seeing
her again though, as you never know how people
will take to modelling till they try, so I said I
would drop into Woolworth’s and arrange
something, which she said was a good idea, so
maybe there was some hope after all.
I still felt I shouldn’t give up on Miss
Guthridge though, as there was really no
comparison between her and Liz. Even though
she was seeing Henry in Ipswich, I thought she
still might want her photo taken, as there’s
nothing to say it’s against the law to do
modelling just because you’re seeing someone,
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or most of the girls that do it wouldn’t be able
to.
There were all kinds of possibilities to
consider, and my brain just went round and
round. On the one hand Liz was really young
and maybe more easy to influence than Miss
Guthridge who was older. I thought I might be
able to persuade Liz to do things she wasn’t sure
about, as the age difference was more to my
advantage.
On the other hand I was sure Miss Guthridge
was more interested in doing it and I thought she
might do what I wanted because it sort of
excited her, which was always better. But then
there was the boyfriend, and my brain just went
off on another circuit.
Women aren’t that easy to work out, and I
don’t recommend trying unless you want to get
into trouble like me. The thing is, if you’re
interested in anything that isn’t so ordinary you
have to be sure, and mostly you can’t be.
The next time I saw Miss Guthridge was at
church, and I managed to meet her at the door
again in the way I said earlier. She seemed
pleased enough to see me and was all right about
walking back to Mrs Kelf’s on Nelson Road, so
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she obviously wasn’t trying not to be seen with
me. Although all the conversation was going on
as usual there were sort of silent bits every so
often, and I couldn’t work out why, as I wasn’t
nervous at all because there was nothing to be
nervous of.
Once we got through the market place and
onto the smaller roads where there was no one
about I got round to what I meant to tell her, and
said if she got lonely she should remember she
only had to say and I’d take her to see a film or
something. That was when she surprised me
again. She said she hadn’t been sure about going
for a meal with me the last time, but now she
was sure she couldn’t as she’d got engaged to
Henry at Christmas.
It was quite a shock, as there was nothing in
what she said before that would have made
anyone think it was that serious. I sort of
glanced unobtrusively at her hand, and saw there
was a little ring on her finger, so thin you’d
think it would break. It was really delicate like
her, so I suppose she picked it herself.
I didn’t say much, as there wasn’t much you
could say, except congratulations, and that
wasn’t how I felt, although I did say it out of
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politeness, even though I think she knew I didn’t
mean it. There was nothing I could do of course,
and it did make me think about Liz again, even
if I couldn’t work out where it left me and
everything. I knew it would take a lot of
thinking out.
When we got to Mrs Kelf’s she asked me in
for a cup of tea, but I said I ought to be getting
home to put the dinner on, but I really wanted to
be alone to think. You can’t concentrate so well
if there are other people around, especially if
you’re having to make polite conversation,
which I wasn’t in the mood for.
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Once we were a bit into the New Year I
thought I ought to order the stock for the shop,
as you never know how long it takes to get
things delivered, and you can’t afford to be
sitting in an empty shop once Easter’s gone. I
got all the catalogues and things from the trade
so I could decide what to get, and took a few
days to go through them and write down things
that might sell.
Being sort of interested in cameras and things
anyway I always wanted to sell good things like
Leicas for instance, but no matter how hard you
try you might only sell one a year, whereas
Brownie box cameras sell really well. Most
people just aren’t interested in good
photography, and even the people who are can’t
afford Leicas, so you can’t win.
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In Bournemouth there was a bit of a market
for better cameras, but then it was better off
people went there, so for Yarmouth I got more
sort of popular things, and cheaper lines, as I
don’t think you get the same class of people on
the east coast resorts, except for a few smaller
ones like Sherringham.
You had to make a big order for film, and
that was pretty much guess work, as you can’t
be sure how much you’ll sell, and I don’t like to
keep it over from one year to the next, as the
colour ones particularly aren’t so good if they’re
on the shelf for ages. The problem is always the
weather. If it rains a lot, or there isn’t a lot of sun
everyone takes less photos as for some reason
they think you can only get good photos when
the sun’s out.
I had to get enough chemicals to do the black
and white processing, which I always did on the
premises rather than sending it out, as you make
more money that way. Then you have to have
display photos up in the shop to show how good
the work is, and what enlargements look like. I
had a roll of negatives of south coast holiday
type photos which I’d taken to do out the shop in
Bournemouth, so I decided they would have to
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do for the first year as I couldn’t use photos of
Yarmouth in winter as it wouldn’t look right.
It was the first time I’d used the new
darkroom, but it all worked well enough, and I
soon got back into the old habits again, and
managed to get a few good photos processed.
They took about a day to print, and then I had to
mount them up on hardboard and put them up in
the shop.
Just being in the darkroom again made me
wish I was doing some of my more personal
photos. I could feel myself getting excited just
thinking about it, and I started to think about Liz
and Miss Guthridge in the poses I had in mind.
Even though I would have preferred Miss
Guthridge I thought it was time I got in touch
with Liz again. At least she was willing to see
me, and I couldn’t do my special photos if I
didn’t have a model. Although I prefer doing the
darkroom part more than taking the photos, as
you can spend lots of time trying to get it just
right, you have to get as far as having the
negatives first.
The trouble was I was getting bored with the
photos I had, as they don’t seem so fresh after a
while. And it didn’t look as if I was going to get
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a model straight away, as it takes time to
persuade people to do things, so there was only
one alternative.
I hadn’t been on one of my little trips to
London for ages, as I’d been trying to cut down
on the amount of times I went. I’d done really
well since leaving Bournemouth, and hadn’t
been at all. The trouble is the longer you wait the
more inevitable it is that you’ll have to go in the
end. Some things are hard to resist, especially if
you don’t have much will power in that direction
like me.
The trouble is my trips aren’t that cheap, as
the kind of photos I’m after aren’t that usual.
They’re more a sort of specialist thing, so I
suppose they’re more expensive if there isn’t as
much demand.
I expect they have to pay the models a lot as
well, although I always feel it’s not the same if
people are paid to do things. If they do it
because they want to that’s always a lot better
which is why I never pay anyone. It’s always
better if they have that look in their eye like they
know they’re doing something they shouldn’t.
I went to the bank and got out some money,
as it’s not the kind of thing they’ll let you pay
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for by cheque. You always have to give them
cash, and anyway it’s better that way as there
isn’t any way they could find out who you are.
Not that I’m particularly worried about being
blackmailed, or meeting someone I know,
especially being in London, but it never hurts to
play safe.
I got the early train so as to give myself
plenty of time. There’s no point in rushing
things, and I never do if there’s no need. In fact
that’s one of the nice things about working for
yourself. You can take a whole day out for a
little trip whenever you feel like it. You can’t do
it during the season of course, but the rest of the
time’s your own.
The journey was only about a couple of hours
from Norwich. It seemed best to drive there
rather than try to get a connecting train from
Yarmouth, as you never know how long you’ll
have to wait about at the station if you miss your
connection. The warm carriage was really nice. I
always like sitting in somewhere warm and
watching people in the cold on the other side of
the glass, and the new views you keep getting
make it interesting.
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Liverpool Street is a bit dull, and run down.
There’s nearly always a train jam as you come
into it, so you get a good look at all the black
smokey houses that back onto the line. I
wouldn’t like to live in London, as it looks really
dull and dirty like in Oliver Twist.
The first thing I always do is to go into the
West End by the underground. Tottenham Court
Road or Oxford Circus are easy enough to get
to, and close enough to where I want to go. I
didn’t go into Soho straight away as it was
nearly dinner time, and I would have got so
absorbed in looking at things I probably would
have forgotten about lunch. There were one or
two little sandwich bars just off Regent Street so
I eat in one of those before beginning.
One of the problems with Soho I always find
is you keep getting approached by women. As I
said I don’t like paying people to do things, and
anyway most of the ladies on the street aren’t
interested in what I’m interested in, so there
wouldn’t be much point anyway.
What I really wanted were the book shops.
Mostly they just have a sign lit up that says
BOOKS, but you can tell what they sell. Often I
look round lots, but they don’t normally have the
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things I’m after actually out on the shelves. I
suppose it’s not what most people want to see.
No one seems to publish magazines about my
little interest, even though they do magazines or
little books on most other things.
Once I’ve been round a bit and haven’t found
what I’m after, then I ask at a few shops. What
you get offered is little packs of photos in brown
paper bags, probably done by other people with
the same interest as me. They charge a lot for
them, which makes me think it isn’t just people
doing it for pleasure, although you never know.
The first place that had some wouldn’t let me
have a look before buying them, which I didn’t
think was fair, so I went to a few more.
Eventually I found a shop where the man said if
I paid for a set I could look through what he’d
got and pick the set I wanted, which seemed fair
enough to me, so I agreed.
There were quite a lot to look through. As
long as the poses are all right, and they’re not
out of focus or anything I always decide it on
their eyes. That’s what really counts. Once
you’ve seen the way they look you know what
you want, and I can always say whether it’s right
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or not. I don’t have to stare at them for hours, I
know straight away.
You can’t tell a lot about people just from
them serving you with photographs, but the man
behind the counter seemed fairly friendly, so I
picked my set, and then asked him if he was
interested in any similar photos I took myself. I
said I didn’t take a great deal but I could
probably do a few sets if they were interested.
He called through to the back and another
man in quite a good suit came out who said his
name was Albert. He said they didn’t sell that
many, but if I had any good quality ones they
would buy some, as well as more ordinary
photos.
The other thing he showed me was a
magazine they printed which he said I should
advertise in, saying I sold unusual photos, and
people would know what I meant. Apparently
they sent the magazine out by post to people
who paid, and so there were lots of people all
over the country who might be interested.
It seemed like a good idea, so I bought a
copy, and paid to be put on the list for six
months, which would be six issues. He said I
should bear in mind I couldn’t say exactly what
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the photos were, but he said there were other
words you could use, and suggested what I
should put so people would understand.
I don’t know what it was, but he seemed
more honest than a lot of people you meet in
some of the bookshops, and I thought how lucky
I was just to run into him like that, as I could
have easily asked at one of the other shops and
not found them very helpful.
There wasn’t anything else to do, so I
decided to have a meal in a proper café before
going home, especially as I think it gets more
dangerous in Soho after dark, and you never
know who you might get accosted by. The ladies
are harmless enough, but I think you get some of
the rougher elements around the clubs once it
gets to the evening.
The journey home was all right, except it was
really frustrating. I got bored easily and couldn’t
wait for it to end, so I could get back and have
one of my sessions with the new photos.
Whenever you’ve got something new the
sessions always go better and you enjoy yourself
more.
The models always look more sort of fresh
and inviting on photos you haven’t seen before,
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and then I suppose there’s the anticipation as
well. If you’ve looked forward to something for
a long time, that always makes you more excited
too.
I had a look at the magazine as well after a
while. It was full of adverts by people who
wanted to meet other people with similar
interests, although there weren’t any ladies
advertising with the same interests as me. I
could see what he meant about putting an
advertisement in about the photos, as there were
quite a few people offering photos for sale, and
it was a way of getting the information through
to the right people.
A few years ago I used to feel guilty about
my little hobby, as I supposed most people
didn’t think it was that nice. Reading a magazine
like that though puts it in perspective. Lots of
people have their own little interests, and I don’t
really think there’s anything wrong in doing
what you can to enjoy them. In fact I wonder
sometimes if everyone doesn’t have their own
little hobbies, but some people just keep quiet
about them so they can take a holier than thou
attitude if you get exposed.
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I read about a teacher once who was
interested in something like that, and he was
thrown out of the chapel, and made to resign
from the school, and then he killed himself. You
can’t help thinking the people who did that were
guiltier than he was.
I think it’s a pity there isn’t a kind of mind
reader, so you could see the thoughts of all the
hypocrites and expose them for being worse than
the people who just quietly get on with what
they enjoy. It isn’t as if I ever intended to hurt
anyone, and probably wouldn’t have if it wasn’t
for the heat of the moment, when it’s difficult to
control what you do.
By the morning I was relaxed again. I always
feel more sort of calm after I’ve had one of my
little sessions. It helps to clear the mind, and you
feel easier in yourself, not like it’s all boiling up
inside you anymore. I always sleep well too, and
I’m sure it’s better for you than sleeping tablets.
I often wonder why doctors don’t just tell people
to do what they enjoy instead of handing out so
many pills. You’d save on the National Health,
and people would be more healthy and less
hypocritical.
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It was getting near Easter, and there were a
few nice days, so I thought maybe I could get
Liz to go for a picnic in the country with me.
There was a lot to be said for it as a plan, as I
could just happen to take along a camera and
take a few shots of her which would help along
the idea I was interested in photographing her.
I went into Woolworth’s again, and wandered
down to hardware when I could see she was
free. We talked about the film for a bit, and then
I said that as the weather was nice, and as we
had the car to make use of, I wondered if she
would like to go for a picnic in the country one
Thursday, as I knew Woolworth’s were closed
on Thursdays. It looked like she was quite keen
on the idea as she said yes straight away, and I
didn’t have to try and do any persuading at all.
There was a lot to do, as you can’t really be
unprepared for an opportunity like that,
especially as it was going to be the first time my
camera had been pointing at a lady for quite
some time.
The car was one of the things to be got ready,
as you can’t afford to have a breakdown or
anything. Even though people joke about
breaking down in the country with a nice young
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lady I just think it gives a bad impression. And
anyway, I don’t think anyone would really
believe it even if it did actually happen.
I checked all the levels and things and
cleaned the spark plugs, and cleaned and reset
the points, which was about as much as I knew
how to do by myself. My technical knowledge is
mostly limited to photographic things, and a bit
of electrical. At least those sorts of technical
things are clean, but with cars everything is so
dirty, and I’m not so keen to do it, which is why
I’ve never really learned I suppose.
When I got round to doing the cameras I
found they’d got all dirty, from the move I
suppose, but I brushed them all out with my
camel hair brush, and polished all the lenses up.
The lenses are the most important thing I always
think, because if you don’t get sharp negatives
there’s nothing you can do to put things right
later. In the dark room you can have several goes
at things, but it has to be right when you’re
photographing, and there’s no way of checking,
so it’s all in the preparation.
I had to get some film as well, because my
bulk order for the shop wasn’t in yet. There were
a few chemists in town, and I managed to find
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one that sold Ilford black and white, as I always
prefer that to Kodak. It’s less grainy and sharper
I always think.
On the day before, I went to the shops and
bought things to make sandwiches with, and a
vacuum flask so we could have coffee, and a
half bottle of whisky, and some fruit. I also went
to the blind shop and bought a basket to put it all
in. It’s surprising what you need for a picnic if
you’re going to do it properly, and it was quite
expensive as well, but the advantage over going
out for a meal is you can unobtrusively take a
few photos.
I picked her up at about ten o’clock in the
morning, and we were lucky as it was nice and
sunny. Her mother was out which was another
lucky thing, so I didn’t have to be asked lots of
difficult questions like the previous time,
although I suppose as it wasn’t at night she
might not have been so worried.
Once she was in the car I asked if there was
anywhere in particular she wanted to go, as
within reason I was willing to go where she said.
She hadn’t thought about it that much so I
suggested a few things and eventually she
picked Hickling Broad, which I hadn’t been to,
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but was one of a few interesting places I’d
picked out on the map.
The drive was nice enough, and the sun
coming in through the windows made the car
warm. I noticed when she unbuttoned her coat
she had one of those nice cotton summer dresses
on that flair out a bit from the waist. It was a sort
of light yellow, with a lighter yellow pattern on
it, and made me almost wish I’d brought colour
film.
When we got there it was completely
deserted and there weren’t many places you
could sit to eat. It felt colder too, and not very
inviting for a picnic even though the sun was
shining. We got out and wandered around
although it wasn’t warm enough for her to take
her coat off, which was a pity as I wouldn’t have
minded a photo of her in that dress.
I took the camera and light meter out of the
car, and took a photo of the Pleasure Boat Inn,
and the broad, and a few swans and things, but
didn’t take any photos of her. The thing you
have to do with women is to make them think
you’re interested in all kinds of photography and
not just in them as then they feel easier. Then it’s
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more as if it’s the photography you’re interested
in, even if it isn’t.
After a bit I said we should have something
to eat, and then maybe afterwards I’d take a
good photo of her that would be worth framing.
She blushed a bit, which was nice, and we got
back in the car. I’d made cheese and cucumber
sandwiches as that seemed fairly safe and we
had coffee out of my new vacuum flask, and
finished off with a little whisky to warm us up.
Once I got round to taking the photo of her, I
put her in front of the Pleasure Boat Inn for a
full length shot, and then did a portrait with her
standing about twenty yards in front of some
trees. With a narrow depth of field her head was
nice and sharp and big in the frame and the trees
were just a blurry pattern in the background
Portraits should always be done with a
narrow depth of field I think, because if the
background is in focus you get distracted from
the person’s face. I don’t like plain backgrounds
though as that’s too dull, but if you get
something in the background that’s blurred I
think that’s how they come out best.
I tried to get it fairly good, but not a sort of
prize winning picture or anything. It was
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difficult to get it so it was good enough to show
I knew what I was doing, but so I could also say
I’d do a better one if she came to the studio.
I suppose it must be like a fisherman
choosing bait. You’ve got to get it just right. And
it was bait in a way I suppose, as the idea was to
get her interested so I could get some more
specialised pictures of her in the end.
She wasn’t bad as a model, and did
everything I said, although she was self
conscious all the time which didn’t help, and
that isn’t so good for portraits, but wouldn’t be
bad for my other photos. It’s better if they look a
little uncomfortable in fact for my studio
pictures as they look more natural and appealing
that way.
Every now and again something would make
her giggle, which was annoying, as I think it was
me that she was laughing at. It wasn’t that I
mind being funny, but I didn’t know what I was
doing to make her laugh and she wouldn’t say. I
thought it might be because I was so fussy about
getting the aperture right for the depth of field
though.
Once I was finished we went for a walk
round part of the broad. It wasn’t exciting but
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there was some time to use up before it got dark
and that seemed the best thing to do. Picnics
aren’t that easy for conversation, and going to
the pictures was a lot easier, but all in all it
wasn’t too bad.
Even though it was a bit cold you couldn’t
help liking the scenery, and she kept asking why
I didn’t take photos of it. The trouble is it’s hard
to say why some things interest you, and others
don’t, except for the obvious things, but I’ve
always been more interested in doing photos of
people than landscapes, as people turn out better.
If you do views they always turn out looking
like other people’s snapshots, unless there’s big
clouds or something and you blow them up
really big.
By the time we got back to the car I think the
sun was setting, except it had come over cloudy
so it was hard to tell, but it was certainly getting
darker. There was a sort of glow in the sky
though as we were driving back, and I thought it
could be quite romantic, except that was never
the way I felt. That’s not to say I don’t like
women, I do like them, but just don’t feel
romantic like in films.
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I dropped her off at her house, and she said
she’d enjoyed it, so I suppose she had, and she
also said she was looking forward to seeing the
photos. I said once I’d developed them she
should come across and see the interesting bit
when I was printing them. I was a bit surprised
when she said she was really interested in the
technical side, and would like to, so I said I’d
come and tell her in Woolworth’s and arrange
something.
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Easter crept up like it always does, and I
hadn’t done a lot more by the time it came.
There were a few people about, and some of the
shops opened, but I wasn’t ready, and anyway
they don’t buy cameras and films till the weather
gets bright.
It did make me feel I ought to put some more
time into getting ready, as Whitsun wasn’t far
off, and then I would have to be open ready or
not, and once that happened I’d be too busy
serving to do much else. You can only do one
thing at a time, and I didn’t expect to do enough
trade to take staff on, and anyway they eat away
at your profits.
Really there were only bits and pieces left to
be done, like putting the stock out and things. I
divided it up into consumables and customer
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capital purchases. That way they can easily see
which bit of the shop they need to be in. Some
people say you should muddle it up so people
after a film might see a camera they like by
accident sort of. But I think you do more trade
by keeping it all clear so people can find what
they want. That way they come back.
I know I wasn’t the best person ever to run a
shop, but I always tried to make it like the kind.
of shop I would’ve wanted to go into. That way I
don’t think you get it far wrong. Mostly my taste
is the same as other peoples, except where I’ve
mentioned, so it’s a good guide.
Just before Easter I saw Miss Guthridge at
church. Although I used to see her most Sundays
we’d got out of the habit of talking a lot, and I
mostly used to go for a walk by myself after.
This time though she came with me instead of
going to Mrs Kelf’s straight away like she
normally did. She talked a lot about Henry, and
how he was so impatient to get married. She said
she wasn’t in such a hurry, but Henry didn’t
want to wait once she’d said she was willing.
I didn’t know all of what went on between
them of course, but it sounded as if she was a bit
put off by all the rush, and expected a long
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engagement. Once you’ve said you will though
there’s no escape really and you have to go
ahead.
She said he’d applied for a job in Yarmouth
as well, so it might even happen in the next few
months. Things were going much faster than she
expected, and although it’s hard to tell I got the
impression she wasn’t at all happy.
We walked along a bit down to the sand
dunes and I remember thinking she was sadder
looking than I think I’d ever seen her, and not at
all like you’d expect someone to be who was
getting married. I always thought people were
supposed to be really excited and looking
forward to it.
I didn’t hear from her again for ages. When I
was in the shop doing a few odd jobs I couldn’t
help thinking about her. It seemed a pity she was
marrying Henry, but no one was forcing her to
do it, so it was entirely up to her. If she didn’t
want to she should have said.
During the next few weeks I got a bit
distracted from my little hobby, and from
church, as it was getting time to have the shop
open. All the rest of the stock came and had to
be put out, and I got the first lot of change from
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the bank. There wasn’t a cash register, as they
were more expensive than I thought they were
worth, but I had a cash drawer that locked up, a
receipt book, and another big cash book I used
to write everything down in.
The problem was when to open. I had all
these ideas about a big opening with lots of
people coming, but I didn’t have enough friends
to make it look impressive enough, and if you
can’t do it properly I always think it’s better not
to do it at all.
As there were more people about at the
weekend I thought it was better to open for the
first time on a Saturday, so I put a sign in the
window saying what the hours were, and what
day I’d be open. I also got an open and closed
sign and put it on the door so people would
know when I was doing business.
Once the season started I knew I’d have to
work hard. Nine till six seven days a week, and
maybe stay open even later in the evenings
depending on what the other shops did. There
was the processing and printing to be done in the
evenings though, so you couldn’t have the shop
open too late, or you’d end up working all night.
The only thing you could say was it was all
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more than made up for by only opening on
Saturdays in the winter.
Eventually the Saturday morning came and I
got up early so as to be down in the shop in
plenty of time. Once I was there I checked
everything over, unlocked the door, and turned
the sign round so it said open. There weren’t
many people about, but a few of them looked in
the window and went away, which was a start I
suppose as I always think window shoppers
might come back.
After about an hour this little boy came in
and asked if he could have ten Woodbines for
his father. I explained I only sold photographic
things and he went out, but I don’t think he
understood. By about mid morning though I’d
sold a few films and some flash bulbs, and it got
better as the day went on.
When I counted up at the end of the day it
looked like I’d done all right, especially as it
wasn’t really in season yet. I couldn’t help
working out how much I’d make over the season
if it carried on the same way. It was pretty good,
and almost certain to actually be a lot better so I
went to bed happy as things really felt like
they’d started.
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As it got more busy I didn’t have so much
time to do other things, and although I did see
Liz in Woolworth’s there wasn’t time to arrange
much. I was used to working all the time in the
summer because of having the shop in
Bournemouth, but it always comes as a bit of a
shock at the beginning of the season. You hardly
have time to do your shopping or anything.
The darkroom was good and worked better
than I expected. At first I wasn’t as fast as I used
to be, but I soon got better and was able to do
the printing really quickly like it was a
production line. You can’t do it as fast as
laboratory machines, but I used to make a good
profit out of it, although I did send away the
colour ones, and some black and white if I got
overloaded.
Being religious I wanted to go to church on
Sunday mornings of course, and I had thought of
opening just in the afternoon, but you lose too
much trade. Day trippers make it even more
busy at weekends, so that’s the time when
you’ve got to be open really.
By Easter the music club was finished, so
between that and not going to church I didn’t see
Miss Guthridge at all. I presumed she was still at
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Mrs Kelf’s, although I couldn’t be certain, and
there wasn’t any way I could think of to find out,
unless I wrote, which I wasn’t very good at, and
with her being an English teacher she might
realise I wasn’t that well educated.
I did used to wonder if Liz would come
round to the shop, but she never did. It wasn’t
that surprising I suppose, as I don’t think she felt
anything about me. I’m sure I was just a
photographer with a car, and maybe a bit useful
as I think she was interested in learning about
developing and things, but she never thought
about me as being more than that.
Even though I worked hard, and never saw
anyone I knew, the summer was really nice. I
don’t like mixing with lots of people normally,
but when they’re in the shop it’s different.
You’re sort of in charge, and they come to you
for help. Sometimes you get more difficult
people, but not as often as you’d think, and as I
never cheated anyone there weren’t any
complaints.
You make a lot of money in the shop of
course, and that’s what makes it interesting and
makes you carry on doing it, but the best bit is
the darkroom work and any enlargements you
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get asked to do. I like turning peoples snaps into
pictures that look good enough for them to hang
on the walls. When they look really impressed at
what you’ve done it makes it all worthwhile.
There wasn’t that much of a demand for
portraits, but I did do a few, and got the chance
to try out the studio and everything. As you can’t
pick and choose who you do, you just have to do
the best you can with whatever face they’ve got.
Sometimes it isn’t easy, but the studio worked
all right, and was laid out well for the lighting
and everything. I did some good effects, and
some of the photos would have been really good
if it wasn’t for the way some people looked.
The thing I always enjoyed at the end of each
day was adding up the money, and checking the
stock to find out how much money I’d made. I
used to average out the takings so far, take off
the overheads and stock, and multiply it up to
find out how much I’d get by the end of the
season.
In the end I took a lot more than I expected as
I hadn’t really allowed for the August bank
holiday. It was really busy that weekend, and for
a couple of weeks afterwards. All my financial
problems went away. Not that I was rich or
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anything, but I paid off the bank loan, and had
enough to live through the winter, which is
better than you can expect for a first season
anywhere.
It was nice feeling part of something.
Bournemouth used to feel the same way. All
those people coming down, like some big event
and you were part of it. Like it was school sports
day every day for twelve weeks.
A lot of people in the holiday trade like to
mix a bit with each other, but I always preferred
to be by myself. They didn’t have much in
common with me. The man from the shoe shop
next door used to come in sometimes, and I was
friendly enough, but there wasn’t much we
could talk about, and eventually he stopped
coming.
By the end of the summer I was a bit tired,
and quite relieved when it all got quieter in
September, even though it meant I wasn’t taking
so much money. I knew the last couple of weeks
wouldn’t be so busy though so I wasn’t too
worried, as by that time I’d got all the money I
needed anyway.
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Once the autumn arrived I was able to begin
going out again. Not that I went out much in the
first place, but there was the music club, and
church of course. I closed up on the 25th of
September, and put a sign up saying I was only
open on Saturdays. Some shops stayed open to
catch anyone who came up in October, but by
that time I’d had enough and was glad of a rest.
I looked in the Mercury on my first day off
and found out when the music club was on. It
was on a Saturday of course, so I closed up early
to get some tea and a bath before going down to
the central library for seven thirty. As I’d been
before and liked it I paid for the whole season,
and anyway I felt like I could afford it.
It seemed ages since I’d last been there, and I
suppose it must have been about six months.
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They say time goes fast, and I suppose it did
seem to when I was working, but by the time it
was over Easter seemed a long way away.
As usual I was first there. I’ve always been
early for things for as long as I can remember, as
I can’t stand being late. Anyway, it’s rude not to
arrive on time, and for things like concerts it’s
even worse as you disturb everyone else as you
go in. The other thing about getting there early is
you have a chance to sit down and relax before
the music starts, which I always think you ought
to with classical music.
I hadn’t been sitting there more than about
five minutes when Miss Guthridge walked in.
She looked around, and then looked like she was
surprised to see me. Needless to say I was
pleased to see Henry wasn’t around. There was a
big change from the last time I’d seen her, as she
looked a lot happier and more confident. She
came and sat beside me and was really pleased
to see me.
I said I was sorry I hadn’t been in touch, but
it had been really busy over the summer with the
shop and everything. As it turned out though
she’d spent all the summer holiday in Ipswich
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with Henry, because it was the first chance
they’d had to be together for ages.
Henry hadn’t got the job in Yarmouth so he
was still in Ipswich, and the wedding was put off
until he could get a job in Yarmouth or she could
get one in Ipswich. I got the feeling that suited
her a lot better than everything happening
quickly like it would have if Henry had got his
way.
Other people came in and the concert started
after the secretary announced what all the other
concerts were going to be. It was a string
quartet, and the first thing they did was Ravel’s
String Quartet in F, which wasn’t all that good.
It didn’t sound like he knew which notes went
together to me, although it got clapped a lot. The
Beethoven Quartet was a lot better, and you
could tell he really knew what he was doing.
In the interval we all had coffee as usual and
I ended up talking to Miss Guthridge again, as I
think we’re both a bit shy and didn’t know
anyone else. She said it was all right living in
Yarmouth, but she and Henry couldn’t afford to
meet every weekend, as they were saving up for
a house, and she got a bit bored.
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I said I was always willing to take her out
somewhere, but she didn’t think she should
really go out with other men. There didn’t seem
to be anything wrong with accidentally meeting,
like at music club and church, so I said maybe
we should accidentally meet in the middle of the
week as well.
She sort of liked the idea, but said we
shouldn’t, so then I had a brain wave and said
there surely couldn’t be anything wrong with her
paying some really small amount of money to a
professional photographer to have her photo
taken. Just to make sure I said I thought Henry
would love a nice portrait of her for a Christmas
present.
I said I’d always wanted to do a good portrait
of her, and would do it really for my own
benefit, but if she paid me just a penny then she
wouldn’t have to lie about it, and could say
she’d paid to have it done.
That amused her a lot, and she laughed at
what she said was my ingenuity, and said she
definitely would like to have her photo taken. I
quickly said it might take several sittings,
although I didn’t say what I had in mind, and she
said it didn’t matter as she had lots of time, so
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we said we’d arrange an evening when we met
at church.
The studio had been used quite a bit and
needed tidying up, and the darkroom end was a
mess after all my printing for the shop. I went
down early on the Sunday morning and washed
the floor over and put the chemicals up neatly on
the shelves so it looked more like how it ought
to look. Things had got a bit dusty as well, as I
don’t do regular dusting and things like my
mother used to, so I went round and dusted it up
so it looked nice.
There was an old piece of backing on the
frame which I used for the shop portraits, so I
took that off and put up a better one which was
more artistic and not so plain. It had a bigger
pattern so you’d still be able to make out a
pattern when it was blurred, which it would be
on a narrow depth of field. On shop photos they
like it to be more conventional, but if it’s for
yourself you can do it more like the way you
think it ought to be done.
When the vicar saw me at church he said he
wondered if I’d been ill as he hadn’t seen me,
and said he would have come round but he
didn’t have the address, which was exactly why
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he didn’t have it, although I didn’t say anything.
All I said was that I had a shop, and had to open
on Sundays for the holiday trade. He said he
understood all right, which I suppose you have
to if you have a seaside parish. As I said, God
may have rested on the seventh day, but we
aren’t all that lucky. Look at vicars for instance.
He smiled, so I suppose he saw the point, and
me and Miss Guthridge went down to the beach
for a bit of a walk before dinner. It was the first
one in a while, and I’d sort of forgotten how nice
she was. What I always wondered about was
why she was happy to go for a walk with me,
but not go to the cinema or for a meal, but she
thought it wasn’t the same and you couldn’t
persuade her any different.
Still, I’d found the chink in her armour,
which was the modelling, and which I got the
feeling she really wanted to do, so that was the
main thing. It meant I could see her regularly,
and I might be able to get her to do the photos I
really wanted if I was careful and took my time.
You can’t rush things like that, or they don’t
work out. Going gently is the only way, as most
women are at least a bit reluctant to do things
that aren’t so ordinary, even if they’re really
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excited by it, which she did look as though she
was that time down in the studio.
We went and had a look at the sea, and she
asked what she ought to wear, so I said it didn’t
matter much for portraits though if it was light
coloured, or something you could slip off the
shoulder, that was better. She asked about full
length, so I said I’d do some full length if she
wanted, and just to wear a nice dress and maybe
high heels as they look better especially in
photos I always think.
The Tuesday was when we arranged it for,
which gave me a little while just to get things
ready, like spare bulbs for all the lights and some
more fine grain films, which is important for
studio work. There’s always plenty of light so
there’s no problem using it, and it makes sure
you get every little detail on your enlargements.
You can see the weave of the fabric, or the
pattern in a piece of lace, and every single hair,
which is important as I always think it makes
things look more real.
All of a sudden it was moving along a lot
faster than I expected. I’d been too busy with the
shop before, but even so I didn’t expect it would
happen so quickly, as I thought it would be
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much harder to get someone to model. Also I’d
been thinking about it so much, it’s quite a shock
when it really looks like it’s going to happen.
Really wakes you up.
Then you start to think of all the things that
could go wrong and lead to you being found out.
Like going too quickly, or her not wanting to do
what you suggest and telling everyone, so
everyone knows you aren’t normal. Not that I
want to be what they call normal anyway, but
everyone’s so prejudiced against anyone who
likes things that aren’t that usual you don’t want
to risk them finding out.
The trouble is there’s no way you can do it
without it being a risk, so you have to take it.
There’s no choice. It’s almost a sure thing you’ll
get caught in the end, as your intuition can’t be
right all the time, and then you have to move on
again I suppose.
There was the problem of what to do about
Liz, as I thought it was best just to try one model
at a time. That way there’s less risk, and as Miss
Guthridge was going to do it there wasn’t any
need for Liz at all. As she hadn’t come to see me
for all the summer I thought I just wouldn’t get
in contact with her anymore, as there didn’t
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seem much point. There was no need to go to
Woolworth’s, as what little I needed from there
could always be got elsewhere, and I doubted if
I would accidentally meet her or anything so
there wouldn’t be much possibility of any
embarrassment either.
Although I’d thought about using Liz I don’t
think I ever preferred her to Miss Guthridge for
the modelling. Miss Guthridge had the right look
about her, like she was a bit nervous, but wanted
to do things she shouldn’t. Liz was attractive
enough, but there wasn’t any sign she was
excited by it, and I think it was the technical end
she was more interested in, and might have been
just using me for that.
As it was autumn and it wasn’t as warm as it
had been I took the heater out of the flat and put
it down in the studio to make sure it was warm
enough for when Miss Guthridge arrived. It’s no
good having a cold model, as that’s exactly how
they look. I’ve never met anyone yet who could
look warm and friendly and comfortable when
they were too cold.
She turned up after tea, as I wasn’t allowed to
take her for a meal, although I did make her a
coffee before we started on the photos. It was
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still light outside, and we sat there by the
window watching some of the old people who
came at the end of the season walking back up
Regent Road. I said I wondered what they’d
been doing, as it seemed too cold to be on the
beach all day, but Miss Guthridge said she
thought they might have been at the bingo,
which must have been right.
We went down to the basement and I put her
in front of the backing, but a few feet away, and
put some lights on. There was a stool for her to
sit on, as you can’t use a chair for portraits in
case you get the back in the photo. Also I think
people look a bit too relaxed if they’re in a chair,
but if you put them on a stool they look more
sort of alert.
It was only when I got the lights on and was
looking through the camera I realised she had a
bigger nose than I’d thought. You don’t really
realise how people look until you see them on a
ground glass screen, and I’d never noticed
before about her nose. I had to adjust the
lighting and make sure there was enough fill on
the left so she didn’t have a big shadow across
her face.
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Once I’d done it she looked a lot better, and I
made her nose even smaller by not having her so
much in profile. That made it more flattering,
which I think you have to, but it always amuses
me when people say the camera doesn’t lie.
I took a few photos of just her head and
shoulders and adjusted the lights and everything
between each shot so as to make it look
professional. You have to get people to change
their expressions as well even though you
probably know which one you’ll use, and do full
face and profile shots so they think you’re
getting all the angles to choose from.
The thing is, I have this one good pose I use
all the time as it always comes out well, and I
could light it almost blindfold, but if you sit
someone there and just take one or two photos
they get the feeling they haven’t had their
money’s worth. It’s almost like you have to
entertain them for twenty minutes so they don’t
feel guilty about spending the money.
There were other reasons why I wanted Miss
Guthridge to think there was a lot to it though, as
I had to get her back if I was going to go ahead
with what I had in mind. I said the first set of
photos would be a good guide to what worked
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best, and then I could do a few more sessions to
get something really good.
We also did some full length ones which she
said she wanted, although I didn’t know why,
but I did them anyway. She wore high heels like
I said, and she looked really good, and sort of
innocent. I said it was useful to be able to work
several times with the same person, as normally
you don’t get the chance, so she knew how
important it was that we had other sessions, even
though she didn’t know why I thought it was so
important of course.
Afterwards, once I’d cleared it all up and
everything, I took her up to the flat for a coffee,
and some chocolate cake I’d bought specially. I
would have made it if I knew how, but I never
made cakes, and it seemed more trouble than it
was worth, and it didn’t seem like a good idea to
make the first one for someone else. You can
never tell how they’ll come out, and my mother
always said if you didn’t get the temperatures
right they wouldn’t rise. My father used to tease
her by asking if there were any biscuits for tea if
he saw they were flat when they came out of the
oven. You can always tell a bought cake though,
as it’s normally too good to be true, but Miss
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Guthridge seemed to enjoy it all right, and talked
away like she always did.
She had a bit of a go at Henry for not getting
the job in Yarmouth, as she said he didn’t push
himself forward enough, even though she was
pleased he didn’t get it so she didn’t have to get
married straight away. Sometimes I think you
can’t please women at all, because if Henry had
got the job she’d be complaining about having to
get married. I understood what she meant, but
you can’t have it both ways.
I put the radio on the Third Programme to try
and stem the flow with some classical music, but
there were all those after dark noises like
whistles and buzzes and foreign voices that kept
coming in, so I had to turn it off again.
She didn’t have to leave early as she had her
own key to Mrs Kelf’s so she could get in and
out when she liked. Apparently the six week rule
had been waived, as she’d been there over a
year. The maximum you could stay according to
Mrs Kelf was six weeks. Miss Guthridge said
that was only to stop undesirables though, and if
she liked you then you could stay there for ever.
We agreed to have another little session the
next week as I said that would give me a chance
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to have a look at the first lot, and make some
adjustments to the background or lighting.
Luckily she didn’t know any better, so I was
able to make it all seem more complicated than
it was.
I told her to wear the same things again, as it
was important if I was going to improve on the
week before. It was a nice authentic touch I
thought even though it wasn’t true. In fact as I
said good-bye to her I remember thinking that
she looked so nice I could have taken a good
photo of her with a Brownie box camera.
Once she’d gone I went in and sat down in
front of the gas fire to think about what to do. I
thought it was probably a good idea to have one
more session with her before mentioning any
other kind of photos, and also to show her some
good photos of herself so she knew I could make
her look really good. That’s important I think, as
they all want to be flattered, and I think it makes
them easier to persuade.
During the week I developed the films and
did a few test strips. They were pretty much
what I’d expected, as I’d done it all lots of times
before. In fact I could have said which the good
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ones would be without even looking at them.
You get to know what works and what doesn’t.
Although I printed a few up I decided not to
show them to her until after the next session, so
she’d feel I’d been working towards them. You
couldn’t afford to have her thinking it was too
easy, and if she wore the same clothes again she
wouldn’t know which session they were taken at
anyway.
The best one I enlarged up to twenty by
sixteen. Even though I say so myself it was a
really good photo and one that was well worth
putting on the wall. It took a few goes to get it
right, as there was some dodging in to do. A
couple of bright bits needed taking down, and I
held back a bit just on her hair on the left to get
the shadow detail, but when I got it right it was
really good.
I went down to the hardware shop just off the
market place and got them to make me a frame
in some light coloured wood. It needed a proper
mount, so I did that too, and when it was all put
together you honestly couldn’t have wanted to
see a better picture. Not even one of those
famous painters could have done it any better,
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and I think it was the best picture I’d ever done,
which was exactly what was needed.
Once I got it back to the flat I had to hide it
somewhere so she wouldn’t see it when she
came round for the next session. The best place
was under the bed of course, as whatever
happened she wasn’t going to go into the
bedroom, but I thought it might get dusty, so I
wrapped it in some brown paper first just to
make sure.
When we went for our Sunday walk on the
beach again she wanted to know how it had
gone. I said I’d looked at the negatives and done
a few sort of experimental prints, so I could
work out some changes for the next session, and
I thought it was all pretty good so far, but the
real test would be if I got anything usable the
next time.
She said she was looking forward to doing it
again, and asked if she could see some of the
practice photos. I suppose I could have shown
her a few that weren’t so good, so she’d be
really surprised by how good they were in the
end, but I didn’t really want to show her any bad
ones as I don’t think it makes a good impression.
I also thought she might get all self conscious if
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she saw any of the less flattering ones so I said
I’d prefer it if she just saw the finished ones in a
couple of weeks.
There wasn’t any problem about it as by this
time I think she really believed I knew what I
was doing and was happy to do what I said. The
fact she wanted to do it was good, and it was the
only interest for her during the week. I thought it
might help in persuading her to do the other
photos later on.
When she came I did a lot of things the same
as before, although I used some new poses I’d
held back on just to make it more interesting.
They weren’t the best ones of course, but we did
do a few interesting shots, and some of them
looked quite good as she was relaxing more. I
suppose once you’ve done something more than
once you don’t get so worried by it.
I encouraged her a lot so as to make her more
confident, as people always like to do things
they get praised for, and it was important to get
all the odds in my favour before I asked her to
do the other things. She liked being told how
good she looked. It sort of showed in her eyes.
Not the way some women look for compliments.
She wasn’t vain or anything, she sort of secretly
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liked being flattered, and didn’t say anything,
but if you watched her you could tell.
Somehow it all seemed to go a lot quicker
than the previous time. I took just as long over it
as it turned out, but I just didn’t notice how the
time went by. Those couple of hours seemed like
half an hour. It certainly hadn’t been boring, not
for me anyway, even though I repeated lots of
things.
Once we were finished I took her upstairs for
a warm drink before she went, and as I’d
forgotten to get her another cake I gave her
cocoa instead of coffee. It’s probably a better
evening drink anyway. I said I would let her
know when I’d done the prints and she could
come round and have a look, though to keep
making it look professional I said it might take a
while.
There were a few nice ones in the second set,
but nothing that came close to my big
enlargement. It wasn’t hard to tell there wouldn’t
be, as you sort of know what the quality is like
as you’re doing them. The more you do the
better you can judge which the good ones are
without even developing them.
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Once I’d done the contact prints of all of
them I picked about half a dozen from each
session and blew them up to full plate size,
which is eight and a half by six and a half and I
think a nice size for putting into a small frame or
an album. Since I’d already had one framed for
her I got a proper presentation folder, and put the
full plate ones in there, one on each page. It was
a nice little portfolio, and looked really
impressive.
At church on the Sunday she asked about
them of course, which was good, as it doesn’t do
any harm for people to be excited and wanting to
see things. That makes them more manageable,
which I thought could be useful to me. I said I
still had a few things to finish off, which wasn’t
true, but said if she came round on Tuesday I’d
show them to her.
It seemed better for her to come on the
Tuesday as that meant it was becoming a regular
thing, and it would be three weeks running she’d
been round. If that bit was just automatic and
she thought of Tuesday night as the night she
came to see me, I thought the rest might be
easier.
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I did suggest she came round and had some
tea, as I was quite willing to do a little cooking,
and it wasn’t exactly like going to a restaurant
with me or anything. She said it seemed a waste
though as she paid Mrs Kelf in advance for
meals and everything, and there wasn’t any
money taken off if you didn’t eat them. It was
only an excuse of course, and I didn’t really
understand why, but she did explain later on.
So in the end she didn’t come round till after
tea again. As there wasn’t a lot to do I thought I
ought to spread things out a bit and use some
time by giving her coffee and things before
actually getting the photos out. Showing
someone pictures isn’t easy if that’s all they’ve
come round for as it doesn’t take very long. You
sort of get them out, and hand them over, and
that’s it, as there’s a limit to what you can say
about things.
Eventually I had to do it though, so I gave her
the album to look through with all the full plate
ones in. They were crisp, and contrasty, and well
presented, and nothing like photos you get from
the chemist. She looked really impressed. I don’t
think she expected them to be so good, but it
wasn’t just the photos she liked, you could tell
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she was really pleased with the way she looked.
That was what she liked most, as I don’t think
she’d seen herself look so attractive before.
Every time she turned the page you could see
her eyes light up. She really loved looking at
herself, and I knew she would take them home
and spend ages staring at them. I’d made her
look the way she wanted to. Not that she was
really like that in real life, but she wanted to be
that way, and she thought I’d done it.
The thing was though, I preferred the way
she actually looked. Her sort of angular face,
and that smile she had, were really individual,
and made it so there was no one else like her.
But she wanted to be like those women you see
in the magazines who all look the same, and I’d
done it for her.
As she was sitting there flicking through
them I knew they’d done their job, and I’d be
able to get her to pose for some more sort of
interesting photos without any trouble. I didn’t
know how far I’d be able to get her to go in the
end though, but the fact she liked that first set
made the next bit a lot easier.
Flattery is always the thing. People think it
has to be something you say, and it can be, but
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there’s better ways than that. If you can show
them they’re more beautiful than they think, that
always works better than anything you might say
as they always believe it more. Even when
they’re doing things they’re not sure about, you
have to get them to think they’re doing it that
way so they’ll look more attractive and
desirable.
Eventually I thought it was time to get out the
big picture, once she’d had a chance to say how
good all the ones in the album were. I went to
the bedroom, and got the parcel out from under
the bed. It was a good job I’d wrapped it up, as
the paper was all dusty even though it had only
been under there a couple of weeks.
Once I got it through I held it so it was facing
away from her while I got all the paper off, and
then turned it round quickly so she got the full
effect of it all at once. I think she was more
surprised than I ever saw her, as I don’t think
she’d ever seen herself so big, or looking so
good, as it was definitely the best picture.
She went on and on about how good it was,
and how she’d never expected anything like that
all framed up and everything. The trouble was
she was so grateful I had to play it down a bit
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and say it wasn’t that hard to do a big
enlargement once you’d got the initial photo
done, although I’d tried to make as good a print
as possible of course.
After a bit we stopped talking about the
photos, and I made some more coffee. She went
on about what was happening in school as usual,
which I didn’t have any interest in, but you have
to be polite so I listened anyway, or rather just
sat there and nodded once or twice while I
thought about the other photos I wanted to get
her to do.
I’m never sure what’s the right time to
mention those sort of things. It isn’t something
you can work out and know you’re going to get
right. You just have to trust your instinct and
hope for the best, which was what I decided to
do. It looked as if she was in as good a mood as
she was ever going to be, so I decided to go
ahead.
As I think it’s better to go gently I didn’t
really say exactly what I had in mind, but started
off suggesting something a bit more interesting
than I’d already done. It isn’t easy just coming
out with something like that, but the more I
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thought about it, the more that seemed to be the
best way to do it.
I just sort of said I’d always been interested
in glamour photography as well as portraits, and
I wondered if she might do some more sessions
for me so I could do some more sort of sporty
full length ones with her in shorts or a
swimming costume maybe. After I said it, it
didn’t seem so terrible, as it didn’t really sound
like I was asking her to do something bad or
anything.
She went a bit shy on me. Not sort of putting
it on either, it was like she really was shy, and
she went really quiet. Eventually she said she
didn’t think she had the figure for it, so I said
she wasn’t Jane Russell but that wasn’t the
point, and it was more to do with how the photo
was taken, just like with the portraits.
Even so she wasn’t that sure, so I said she
ought to think about it and let me know, as
something told me it was better not to push her
into it. I did say she could just do a couple of
sessions if she wanted and see what the results
were like before committing herself so she said
she would think about it.
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When it got so it was time for her to go, she
asked if she could leave the big picture at mine
as there was nowhere for it to go at Mrs Kelf’s,
as her room was really small. So I said that was
all right, and I would wrap it up again and keep
it till she had a house of her own to hang it in.
She said in that case I might be keeping it for a
long time, but I said I didn’t mind and she could
come and look at it whenever she wanted to.
I wasn’t quite so confident about her, but still
sort of thought she might come round once she
had a chance to think it over, but I had a feeling
something was worrying her about it that wasn’t
anything to do with being photographed. She’d
seemed pretty keen on having her picture taken
right from the first time I took her into the
studio, and I didn’t really think she’d gone off
the idea.
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It wasn’t until the Sunday when I saw her at
church that I found out why she was so
reluctant. We went on one of our after church
walks down to the sea front, and I didn’t
mention it or anything as I thought she still
might be thinking about it, and it was best not to
put any pressure on her. People always react
better if you make it look like you aren’t trying
to make them do something, and it’s really up to
them.
As it was her that mentioned it, that made it
all right to talk about, and it didn’t make it look
like it was me who was pressing for an answer.
She said she didn’t mind doing it, and in fact
enjoyed modelling and everything, so she would
really quite like to carry on, but she said it was a
bit difficult. The problem was Henry, who she
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didn’t think approved of women doing things
like that, and being engaged to him and
everything she was a bit worried about what
would happen if he found out.
There wasn’t any need for her to be worried
of course, although she didn’t know that I
suppose. The thing was, she didn’t know what I
had in mind, but if she really knew the kind of
photos I wanted to take in the end she would’ve
realised I certainly wasn’t going to tell anyone. I
couldn’t mention about that yet of course as you
have to take it a bit at a time, but I did say I
wouldn’t tell anyone if she didn’t want me to.
She said it had to be a real secret, and no one
must know except me and her, and we mustn’t
be seen together so that no gossip or anything
would get back to Henry. It was all right for us
to walk back from church together she said as
that was only Christian, and we both had to go in
the same direction anyway, but apart from that
we had to stay separate.
I was a bit surprised about how seriously she
was taking it, as I thought I was the one who had
something to hide, but it looked like she was
more nervous about it getting out than I was. It
just goes to show everyone has their own secrets
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they don’t want other people to know about. I
think that’s really true about the people who do
the finger pointing and say you shouldn’t do
things, they’re just as guilty as the rest of us
when it comes down to it.
She came round on the Tuesday again, as that
was what we’d sort of set up as a regular thing,
and she brought her swimming costume with her
so I could do some of my full length figure
work. I think she was a bit nervous because she
looked a bit uncomfortable before we started.
I made coffee like I usually did, and we sat in
the flat drinking it before going down to the
studio. It was a sort of strange feeling knowing
that it wouldn’t be long before I saw more of her
than I’d ever seen before, and it would be just
me looking at her. It wouldn’t be like on the
beach where I always used to look away so
people wouldn’t think I was staring. There was a
funny feeling in my stomach as I thought about
it, knowing I could look at her as long as I
wanted, as that was what I was supposed to do. I
suppose that’s the nice thing about taking
photos, you can stare at people without them
taking any offence.
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In the end I went down to the basement and
left her to change into her costume. I told her to
come down when she was ready, and I went to
do the lights and make sure it was all spick and
span. There wasn’t actually a lot to do, as I
always prepare it all before anyone comes
round, so I just fiddled about while I waited for
her to get ready.
I got a bit agitated with the waiting, thinking
about what she might look like and what sort of
costume it would be, but I didn’t feel that
excited if you know what I mean. It wasn’t like
when I had my sessions with the photos I got
from London. There was something a bit scary
about it. When you’re actually going to be face
to face with someone wearing a lot less clothes
than you it makes you a bit nervous. I didn’t feel
like being excited at all.
The first thing I heard was her footsteps
coming down the stairs as she still had her high
heels on, and then I saw her feet and bare legs
come round the corner. It was a nice costume
and was just plain blue with no pattern or
anything. I didn’t know what it was made of as
I’m not very good at that kind of thing, but it
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wasn’t too thick, and you could see all her
curves and everything which was good.
She looked a bit vulnerable which was nice,
like she was very conscious that she wasn’t
hiding much, so I got the lights sorted out
quickly so I could get a few shots before she
started to feel more comfortable. I didn’t do
anything too way out as that had to wait, but I
did ones of her bending down, and some of her
leaning forward into the camera which were
interesting.
Something I noticed was that the costume
would wrinkle nicely if she put her hands on her
hips and twisted from the waist. You could
arrange the lights so the little folds in the
material made small shadows and gave a nice
texture all round the legs of the costume and all
round her waist. I put another lens on so I could
do some close ups of just bits of her from her
waist down to her legs, without her knowing
they weren’t exactly full length photos.
That kind of detail is really important, as I
get more excited over that than anything. It
makes it all look more real. Magazine photos
always look bad in comparison to a good print as
they aren’t detailed enough, so it’s harder to
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believe it. When I’m in London at the more sort
of specialist shops I always prefer to buy real
photos rather than magazines, as it’s always
worth the extra money, and anyway they never
seem to have magazines for what I’m interested
in, as I suppose it’s a bit too specialised.
As it went on and she got more easy about it,
and began to enjoy it more, she asked me if I
liked her in her costume, which I thought might
have been flirting a bit. Once I’d got my initial
vulnerable photos I encouraged her a lot, and
tried to make her feel all right about it, and told
her how good the photos would be, so she
thought she was doing really well.
We didn’t used to talk a lot during the
sessions as I find it hard not to be serious when
I’m taking photos, and she was a lot quieter than
usual as well. I think we were both a bit on edge
and secretly excited by it once we got a bit more
used to it. It was like a long slow build up to
something, although at the time I didn’t know
what of course.
Once I’d got all the shots I wanted she went
upstairs to get changed and I cleared up all the
bits and pieces in the studio, and loaded the film
in the developing tank, until she called to say I
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could go up. She’d certainly made herself at
home as by the time I’d got there she’d put the
coffee on by herself, and it was ready to drink.
We seemed to spend all our time drinking coffee
and talking when we weren’t doing photos.
I wasn’t quite sure about how to go about
moving a bit closer to what I wanted to do with
her, photographically that is. A sort of oblique
method seemed best so I asked if she had any
nice underwear she wouldn’t mind being
photographed in, so I could do some real
glamour photos. It took a lot of courage to come
out with. I thought it was a big step as
underwear is thought of as being not so nice, and
sort of less proper than a swimming costume.
She didn’t look offended, which was the
main thing, but said she didn’t think she had
anything suitable as what she had wasn’t
glamourous enough. So I said that although I
obviously couldn’t go out and get them for her, I
was willing to pay for a matching set with
stockings and everything if she went out and
bought them.
Much to my surprise she said she would try
and see what she could get, and asked what
colours and materials she should go for. Silk or
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satin or something that reflected light was best I
said, and black or white was preferable, as
colours just come out grey on black and white
film.
After church the next Sunday I walked a little
way down towards the beach without her as I
didn’t know how casual our chance meetings
were supposed to look, and I wanted her to
know I was trying to be as discreet as possible. I
didn’t walk too quickly of course so she was
able to catch me up all right and go the rest of
the way with me.
She said she had a couple of things to
discuss, but waited till we were nearly down on
the beach, as a few old ladies from the
congregation were quite close behind, and you
can always count on older people to notice
things. It’s like they want to keep the younger
people in check, so they can’t enjoy themselves
without getting criticised.
Once we were alone she said she’d managed
to get the underwear I wanted, but even though
the rationing had stopped it wasn’t that easy and
she’d had to try several places before she found
somewhere that had something good in her size.
Apparently it wasn’t that cheap either, but I said
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I didn’t mind the expense if it looked right for
the photos, which as she picked it I was sure it
would. I didn’t have a lot of money on me since
it was Sunday, but I said I would go to the bank
and settle up with her on the Tuesday.
The thing that had worried her most she said
was having a good reason to be out on Tuesday
nights, as she thought Mrs Kelf might ask what
she was doing if she noticed it was a regular
thing. I said it didn’t have to be a Tuesday and
we could vary it so Mrs Kelf wouldn’t get
suspicious, but she said she’d thought of a good
story.
There was a repertory company at the Little
Theatre just behind the Royal Aquarium cinema,
which she’d told me about before, so she was
going to say she’d been there. I suppose being
an English teacher and everything she knew
what the plays were about, or might even have
read them, as she always struck me as the kind
of person who read a lot. That way seemed
better than changing the night she said,
particularly as it was only just down the bottom
of my road, so if she was seen out it would look
like she was in the right area.
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Once I’d had lunch I printed a few of the
swimming costume photos up. It seemed like a
good idea just to have a look and see what they
were like before I took some more interesting
ones later on in the week. Some of them looked
all right, quite stylish even, but not really what I
was after of course. Still, it pays to be patient,
especially if you can see there’s a chance of
getting what you want in the end.
I had to decide whether to show them to her
or not as I felt sure she would ask to see them.
Eventually I decided it was better not to, just in
case she got embarrassed about them and was
less willing to do the other ones. I thought it
might excite her a bit, but I wasn’t absolutely
sure, so I thought I’d leave it and just show her
the ones I was really interested in, if she let me
take them, and that would be the real test of
whether she got excited or not.
Before she came I made sure I had
everything ready, as I’d decided to push things a
bit further in the direction I wanted them to go. I
wasn’t sure how far, but I definitely decided I
was going to make the first move, so she would
have some idea of what I was intending.
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My little accessories box was all locked up in
the bedroom with my London photos, so I got it
out ready, and took it down to the studio. There
were a few things on the side table which I
arranged with the accessories behind them so
they wouldn’t be too obvious. By then it was
about half an hour before she was due to arrive,
so I took the book upstairs to have a practice
before it got time.
Eventually there was a knock on the door
which was her of course, so I let her in and we
went up to the sitting room. She had a little case
with her, which was one of those weekend cases
I suppose which she’d brought her underwear in.
I said I was surprised she wasn’t wearing it, but
she said she didn’t want it to get creased before
we started doing the photos.
From what she said and things, I thought she
seemed a bit nervous, so I sat her down for a
chat first and was deliberately really friendly and
tried to put her at her ease. There isn’t a lot you
can do though once people are nervous, except
hope that they’ll be better once they get on with
it, as of course there isn’t anything to be nervous
about most of the time.
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She said she felt really peculiar, as she didn’t
think a man had ever seen her just dressed in her
underwear before, so I said not to worry as I
wouldn’t see much more of her than when she
was wearing her swimming costume, and no
more than anyone would see on the beach in the
summer.
It was a good argument I thought, but she
wasn’t convinced. She said there was a
difference between the two or I wouldn’t have
asked her to do the photos in her underwear.
There wasn’t a lot I could say to that as it was
true, but I did point out it was to make her more
sort of attractive and desirable, and anyway it
had always been a sort of convention in glamour
photos for as long as I could remember, and
probably went back to when photography first
started.
She opened the case and said I ought to have
a look at what she’d brought, to make sure it was
all right. Everything was in cream silk with
matching stockings and looked very good and
just right for what I wanted. The small folds in it
reflected little flashes of light which would make
it all look nice and detailed. I said it was
excellent and she’d made a really good choice,
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so she gave me the receipt and I paid her the
money. The receipt wasn’t that useful though, as
you can’t put in bills for ladies underwear to the
Inland Revenue as tax deductible as they
wouldn’t wear it.
The thought of her in cream silk underwear
made me quite excited, so I went down to the
basement while she changed. There wasn’t
anything to do down there as it was all set up
ready of course, but I paced up and down a bit
and tried to go through the catechism in my head
so I would get less excited. The trouble is those
things never work though, and I got that sort of
frightened feeling in the pit of my stomach
again. I could feel my heart beating really fast,
and I started to lose my balance, so I sat down
for a minute, and concentrated really hard on the
catechism.
As usual the first thing I heard was her high
heels clicking on the stairs as she came down to
the studio. Then suddenly she was there in front
of me asking if she looked all right. I said she
looked very good, which was one of the biggest
understatements I ever made. She was standing
there just in her underwear, as if she’d just
slipped her dress off and that was what was
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underneath. It was like a dream come true,
except it was more real than I ever thought it
would be. She was actually there, just a few feet
away with only a few bits of flimsy material
covering her up. She was so close I could have
just put out my hand and touched her, although I
didn’t of course.
She said she’d never felt so undressed before,
and hardly felt as if she was wearing anything at
all. I couldn’t very well say that was how it
looked to me as well, so I just told her not to
worry as she looked wonderful and the material
and everything was just right for some good
photos.
Once I’d got a few lights on I asked her to
walk up and down for a bit so I could see how
the silk reflected the light, which wasn’t
important at all. I just wanted to watch her
walking about and see the material wrinkle, and
pull tight and loose against her skin as she
moved. The more light you get on things the
better, so I put another couple of lights on, and
looked at her through the camera.
I spent quite a while doing the usual sort of
glamour shots, although nothing very daring,
and she got into the swing of it a bit. She got
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less nervous I think and began to enjoy showing
herself off. There weren’t many props down
there so I went and got a stool so I could do a
few of her sitting down. I also got her to put one
foot up on the stool so I could see a bit more of
her, and put my close up lens on so I could
photograph just bits of her.
The detail is always the most exciting thing I
think, which is why I like everything to be sharp.
On the close ups I like to be able to see the
weave and the texture of the cloth, and even the
stitching that holds the lace on round the edges.
That’s why it’s worth buying good underwear as
it’s made properly and there aren’t any loose bits
of cotton or anything.
After we’d been doing it for a while I said
maybe we should take a break for coffee and
then do a few more afterwards as there were
some other things I wanted to try. There wasn’t
any real reason to take a break except that I
wanted to watch her walk upstairs while I went
up behind her. I always like the way women
move when they climb stairs, and the chance to
watch Miss Guthridge go upstairs in her
underwear was an opportunity I couldn’t miss.
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It wasn’t a disappointment either, and almost
enough to make me go out and buy a cine
camera so I could see it over and over again,
even in slow motion maybe. I don’t think she
suspected at all why I followed her up so closely
as she was always sort of innocent and trusting,
or anyway gave that impression. She didn’t even
bother to put a dress on or anything while we
were chatting, she just sat around exactly as she
was.
I felt strange watching her do all the things
I’d seen her do before, like standing up, and
sitting down, and bending over to pour the
coffee, but with hardly any clothes on. Husbands
just get used to it I suppose, but I don’t think I
ever would. In fact I felt quite envious of Henry,
but also secretly pleased that I was seeing more
of her than he was, at least until they got
married. The trouble was, once they were
married she was going to do things with him that
she wouldn’t ever do with me, and that made me
feel jealous.
Once we got downstairs again I decided the
time had come to mention what else I had in
mind for the photos that evening. It was another
one of those chances you have to take if you’re
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going to get what you want out of life. I’d
thought about it for a long time though, and I
thought I’d come up with a good way to put it so
she wouldn’t get scared off too easily.
She asked what I wanted her to do next, so I
said I wondered if she would mind doing some
of my ladies in distress photos for me. There
was a sort of awkward pause, and she looked
puzzled, so I said I would tie her hands together
and she could look scared, or like she was trying
to escape. She didn’t seem very sure about it, so
I said it was only to make the photo look like it
was telling a story, and it would be very stylised
and everything.
That seemed to be the time to show her the
book, which I’d left upstairs after the little
practice I had before she arrived, so I went and
got it from the flat. It was Ashley’s Book of
Knots, and had three thousand eight hundred and
fifty four knots in it. Some were useful knots
and some were decorative, but there were knots
in it for doing everything. I’d bought it about ten
years before in 1944 when it first came out, just
in case I ever got the chance to use it, but it
wasn’t until Miss Guthridge came along that it
looked like it was going to come into its own.
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She flicked through it, and looked really
impressed just with the variety of it, and said she
had no idea there were so many knots. I got a
piece of white cord from my accessories box and
said if she put her wrists together I’d show her a
really good one. There was just that look in her
eyes again that made me think the idea had sort
of had a chance to sink in, and she wasn’t averse
to doing it. In fact I got the impression she was a
bit excited by it, as I think she liked to do things
that she knew she shouldn’t be doing.
There was a little pause, and then she put her
wrists out in a sort of curved movement with her
hands facing up like she was saying I should do
what I wanted with her. I ran the rope round
neatly about half a dozen times, then circled it
between her wrists to make the loops tight, and
did a really impressive big knot to finish it off. It
all looked neat and tidy, and I tucked the ends
away at the back so there weren’t any bits of
loose cord hanging down.
I put a few lights on and said she should look
like she was backing away, as if someone was
coming towards her, which she tried a few times,
but it wasn’t that good. As soon as I’d got a
couple of shots I untied her hands so she wasn’t
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tied up too long, as I think that’s important to
begin with, until you get someone’s confidence.
Then I said maybe it would be better if her
hands were tied behind her back and she was
looking over her shoulder like someone was
coming up behind her. She didn’t have any
hesitation about it the second time, and put her
hands behind her for me to do it. That was the
most exciting time I think, as I knelt down to put
the cord round. I was so close to her I could see
every little detail of how the silk moved when
she shifted her weight from one foot to the other.
As I passed the cord between her wrists I just let
the back of my hand brush against the silk. She
felt so nice and soft, and I noticed she came out
in little goose pimples.
The photos from the back, with her looking
over her shoulder, were a lot better. It all looked
quite a bit more stylish and she seemed a bit
excited by it which helped as well. I got her to
move around a bit, as it was nice seeing her walk
around with her hands tied behind her back, but
once I’d done a few photos I undid the knots and
said that was it for the evening. It’s always best
to keep the first time fairly short I always think.
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I said I needed to give my ladies in distress
photos some thought, as I was sure it was
possible to get some better ones if I really
thought it out properly. She agreed and said it
was always better to plan things out first, so I
said maybe we could try a few more the next
week if I had some good ideas, which I knew I
did. There wasn’t any problem she said, as she
enjoyed modelling, and it was just up to me to
think of what I wanted her to do.
She went upstairs to change, while I cleared
up a bit. I really began to feel like I’d won. The
most difficult bit was over and if I handled it
right I thought she’d do everything I wanted. It
really was too good to be true, as I don’t think I
really expected even to get that far, and certainly
not on the first attempt, and with Miss Guthridge
as well, who looked so prim and proper when I
first met her. I got quite excited thinking about
how she used to be, and then how she looked
walking around in her silk underwear with her
hands tied behind her back. It was hard to
believe.
I couldn’t wait to process the film and do the
prints seeing as I’d finally got some of the kind
of photos I wanted. To tell the truth I did it as
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soon as she went home, even though I was tired.
It was important to find out if they were all right,
so I mixed up the chemicals and loaded the film
in the tank, even though my hands were shaking
from the excitement. The nine minutes
developing and fifteen minutes fixing seemed
like they were never going to end. I paced up
and down, agitating the tank once every minute
like you have to, but each minute seemed more
like an hour.
Once it was finished I couldn’t wait to get the
film out of the tank. I was so nervous and
excited all at the same time it was difficult to
hold the wet negatives by the edges like you’re
supposed to. Even before washing them I had to
hold them up to the light and have a look to see
what I’d got. I could tell they were good just
from the negatives. All the crisp outlines showed
up, and you could see how sharp and detailed
they were.
I could feel I was getting excited even though
I was only looking at negatives. It must be the
shapes of things or something, but it’s nearly as
good as looking at the photos, and I think it’s the
excitement of knowing what they might reveal.
Knowing all her secrets were there on that little
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roll of film, that I had pictures of her the way
she didn’t let anyone else see her. It makes you
feel like you have lots of power, as you could
show them to everyone. Pictures of her tied up
in her underwear. I couldn’t help thinking it was
a good job I wasn’t a blackmailer or anything.
But then you can only blackmail people if you
haven’t got anything to hide yourself of course.
Once the negatives were dry the next
morning I started on the enlargements, as I
couldn’t wait to see how they would turn out. I
didn’t print them too big of course, as they aren’t
the sort of thing you can put in a frame over the
mantelpiece, and it’s actually better if they’re a
bit on the small side so you can hide them in an
envelope or something. The full plate sheets of
paper divided up into four little sheets that were
about the right size to put away with the photos I
got from London, and even though they were a
bit smaller than I wanted that was how I did
them.
Being excited I was in a bit of a hurry, so I
picked a negative that looked fairly average, and
did a test strip to get the right exposure. Then I
printed all the negatives at that exposure like I
was on a production line, and put them all into
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the developer together. Watching them all come
through at the same time was really exciting. I
didn’t know what to look at next. Then suddenly
I was pulling them all out really quickly and into
the fixer so they didn’t get over done, and after
about a minute I put the light on so I could see
what I’d got.
The exposures weren’t perfect of course, but
it was better than doing contact prints as it was
easier to see all the detail. I picked a couple of
the last ones I did with her hands tied behind her
and did those a bit bigger and with the right
exposure so I could see more. Apart from that
though I did everything I could to get them all
washed and dried a quick as possible.
What I wanted was to have one of my
sessions with the new photos. You’re supposed
to leave them in the wash for about forty five
minutes but I just rinsed them off for a little
while under the tap, and then got them on the
print dryer. When they were ready I took them
up to the bedroom.
It was one of the best sessions I ever had, as
it was the first time I’d ever had photos of
someone I knew without all their clothes on, and
that made it a lot more exciting. What was really
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nice was not having to rely on my imagination
about Miss Guthridge anymore, as she was there
in nice crisp black and white in her silk
underwear with the nice little folds in, and her
hands tied behind her back, and what was more
I’d actually tied the knots myself.
I couldn’t help noticing that my photos
looked more sort of real than the ones I bought
in London, but for a while I wasn’t able to work
out why, except that they were better
photographed and a bit sharper. Then after a bit
it dawned on me that I’d done up the knots
tighter. In my photos it actually looked like she
couldn’t get her hands free even if she wanted
to, but in the London ones even though they
used a lot of rope and tied their legs and
everything, it wasn’t that tight and it didn’t look
like it would take much effort to escape. That
was how I learned they have to be tied up tight
for it to look real.
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After that night I knew I could put the adverts
in the sort of specialised magazines like the man
in the shop in London had said, as I knew I’d get
all the photos I needed in the next few weeks. I
wasn’t doing it to try and make lots of money of
course, but if your hobby can pay for itself,
that’s better I always think. Also it’s nice to
share things with other people, and I always like
as many people as possible to see my photos.
The other thing was it would have been a pity if
Miss Guthridge hadn’t reached a wider audience
than just me. It would have been a real waste.
Ladies in distress seemed like a good way to
describe what I was going to sell, and in that
kind of magazine everyone would know what it
meant without you actually saying so. I got a
few of the magazines out during the week and
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wrote some adverts as experiments to see what
sounded best before deciding what to put in.
Mostly the other adverts were people trying to
meet other people, so I decided I ought to put
mine in as a quarter page display so it would
stand out and everyone would notice it as soon
as they turned the page over.
Eventually I laid it all out how I wanted with
the wording and everything and sent it off to
three magazines to go in their next issue, by
which time I was sure I’d have the photos ready
to sell. Afterwards of course I wished I’d used a
box number, but as it was a commercial advert I
didn’t see the point and put in my address and
everything rather than make it all more
complicated. Still it’s no good wishing you’d
done it different afterwards, as at the time I
didn’t know what was going to happen of
course.
The time till the next week just dragged by. I
spent a lot of time hoping it was going to be all
right and that she wouldn’t get frightened off or
anything. What worried me was that she might
think about it too much and wish she hadn’t
done what she had, as you can never really tell
with people. Sometimes they do things at the
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time and then regret it later. I wasn’t worried
about her telling anyone of course as it’s not the
kind of thing you can talk about, but I hoped I
hadn’t pushed it too far as there were lots of
other things I wanted to try out.
She was at church on the Sunday as usual.
Like me she never missed, except for when I had
to work in the summer or when she went to
Ipswich. We wandered back along the front
together as usual and she said it was all right for
Tuesday. We didn’t talk about it in the open air
of course, as you never know who might be
listening, so we just talked about her school, and
the shop, and anything that wasn’t incriminating.
There was quite a lot of preparation to do
ready for what I had in mind, and I had to learn a
lot of new knots, as you can’t keep going to the
book all the time as it doesn’t seem very
professional. People expect you to know what
you’re doing, and you can’t look at a book of
knots to find out what to do anymore than you
could look at a photographic manual to find out
how to take the photos. I wanted to be really
good at it, so there wouldn’t be even a moment’s
hesitation. I wanted to just be able to run the
rope round, flick the ends over each other a
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couple of times and have a nice impressive
really tight knot that there wasn’t any escape
from, and more important have one that really
looked like you couldn’t escape from it.
Before she came I put all the lights up in the
flat, as I wanted to do the photos in more sort of
natural surroundings instead of in the studio
which made it all look a bit on the artificial side.
I thought with furniture and things it might make
the photos look a bit more real. Sort of as if it
was something that had really happened, like
she’d been tied up by her husband for being
naughty, or a burglar had come in as she was
getting ready for bed and tied her up to stop her
getting in the way.
I got lots of different lengths of cord ready so
I could tie her up properly, and also a scarf to
use as a gag, as I didn’t think any self respecting
burglar would leave someone so they could
shout a lot and attract everyone’s attention. In
the photos I got from London they always used a
rubber ball with a strap for a gag, as if it was
some sort of convention, but it never looked
realistic to me and seemed like it was really
uncomfortable.
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When Miss Guthridge finally got there I
explained about the burglar idea, and said it
would be so the picture was sort of telling a
story, and how it would be more realistic if it
was in natural surroundings. She said it sounded
like a good idea and suggested that maybe I
should do a series of photos like in a comic strip,
first of her undressing for bed, then of her tied
up, and then of her escaping and on the phone to
the police.
I was really pleased, as apart from it being a
good idea, it was sort of a sign that she was
getting involved in it, and not just doing it
because I wanted her to. That made me feel a bit
easier about it, particularly as I intended to tie
her up so she couldn’t escape. I would have
done it anyway I suppose, but it did make it so I
wasn’t as worried about taking things too
quickly.
Once we’d got it all sorted out as to what we
were going to do I asked her if she wanted to get
changed, but she said she’d already put the silk
underwear on before coming out so we should
go into the bedroom and start. I put a few lights
up so the dressing table was lit up and she stood
so the camera was behind her, but you could also
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see the front of her in the mirror. She sort of half
slipped her dress off, and I took a couple of
shots. Then she took it off completely and stood
as if she was admiring herself in the mirror
while I did a few more, including a few of her
with a surprised look on her face like she’d seen
someone creeping up behind her.
Next came the bit I was most looking
forward to. We put the lights round one side of
the bed so there was plenty of light on it, and she
climbed on. I got one of the shorter pieces of
cord and tied her wrists together behind her
back, being careful to let my hands accidentally
touch the silk again as I did it, and anyway she
kept her arms down so close to her back I didn’t
have any choice. It was almost as if she wanted
me to touch her.
Once I’d got it all nice and tight, I helped her
lie on one side with her hands out so you could
see her wrists were tied and I took a couple of
photos. Then I said I ought to gag her with the
scarf as I thought that was what a burglar would
do next so she couldn’t make a lot of noise. I
didn’t tie it too tight or anything, so as not to
make it too uncomfortable, although it had to
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just pull the corners of her mouth back a bit or it
wouldn’t have looked real.
The part I was really looking forward to
came next. I’d been practising lots of different
knots to tie her legs up with, as that’s always the
most exciting bit on the photos I bought, and I
was sure I could do it better. First of all I tied her
ankles, tightly but delicately, and then I did a
special knot on her knees with a cord going over
and under her knee caps, so she was held firmly
above and below the joint. It was really a knot
for gripping the joints in bamboo poles, but it
worked all right on her, and looked really good.
She just sort of lay still while I did them,
although her eyes wandered round the room like
she was enjoying the feel of what I was doing
without wanting to look. She was breathing
quite heavily as well, particularly when I did the
cord at the top of her legs. I had to squeeze my
hand through to get the cord in between her legs,
as once her knees were tied up she couldn’t get
them apart.
Once I’d got a few figure of eight loops
round I slid the ropes up as far as I dared before
tying the knot. There was lots of reason to
handle her of course, which I really enjoyed, and
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I got the knot up really close to the silk where I
knew I mustn’t touch. I drew it in so it pinched
her, and so the skin bulged out on either side, not
so it was painful or anything, but just so it
looked good, and so you could tell it was tight
and she was tied up for real.
She couldn’t move much at all by then so I
had to lift her around on the bed into different
positions for the photos, and make little
adjustments to her underwear so it looked neat
and everything. After I’d got a few photos I had
an idea for another piece of cord like I’d seen in
the London photos. If you run a piece round
someone’s elbows when their wrists are already
tied behind them, the closer you get there elbows
together the more they push their chest out like
they’re offering themselves to you, so I put her
on her side and wound the cord round a few
times. Then I pulled them gently closer together,
and she arched her back forward like I expected.
What surprised me was how she didn’t make
any noise, because even though I’d put the scarf
round her mouth she would have found it easy
enough to make a noise so I would have known
if what I was doing was uncomfortable. She
never did though, and had a sort of content look
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on her face most of the time except for when I
was touching her when she used to come out in
goose pimples and her eyes used to wander.
I took a few more photos, and then sat on the
bed wondering what to do next. There was only
one other thing I could think of which I hadn’t
done and that was to put her lying face down
and bend her ankles back so I could tie them to
her wrists. It was quite a struggle to get her into
the middle of the bed, and roll her over so she
was lying in the right position. Then I bent her
legs at the knees so her ankles came back, and
ran a few loops of cord round them before tying
them off. I left a long piece of trailing cord so
when I lifted her arms up a bit, and looped it
round the wrist cord I could pull it tight and
gradually get her hands and feet closer together.
She looked really good, so I took a few more
photos before undoing the knot holding her
ankles up, and the one holding her elbows
together which I thought might be a bit
uncomfortable, and turned her over so she was
face up again I stopped for a minute just to look
at her. It was like something out of a fantasy
come true, having a woman on my bed, all
neatly tied up in her underwear, and not able to
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escape at all. I couldn’t help wondering what
Henry would say if he knew.
After a minute or two I took the scarf off
from round her mouth so I could talk to her.
She’d been tied up for quite a long time, and was
still pretty well helpless, so I asked her how she
felt. She said she was all right, so I asked her
how it felt to be tied up. I don’t know what made
me ask, just curiosity I suppose, but I don’t think
I expected the answer I got. She said it was sort
of exciting, even though she couldn’t contribute
a lot to the photos except to lie there and look
pretty, but there was a strange half scary half
exciting feeling once your hands were tied, as
you weren’t in control of what happened
anymore.
I said it was a good job I wasn’t the sort of
person to take advantage of anyone, and she said
maybe, but the excitement was in not knowing
what was going to happen. That seemed like a
funny thing to say, and I couldn’t work it out. It
was like she might be saying I should take
advantage of her, although maybe she was just
saying it was exciting knowing I could if I
wanted to.
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Anyway I did a few more photos of her
escaping to phone the police, although I had to
untie all the knots in between the shots as I’d
actually done it too well for her to really escape,
which was sort of cheating I suppose, but as I
said before you have to do it properly in the first
place or it doesn’t look real. By the time we
finished she looked like she’d been dragged
through a bush backwards, and the bed looked
like someone had held a dance on it. Her
underwear was all creased, and her hair was in a
real mess. It had been just about the hardest
photographic session I’d ever done.
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There was quite a long gap before the next
session as Christmas came up, and she went off
to Ipswich to stay with Henry. They didn’t really
stay together of course as they weren’t married,
but she got bed and breakfast close to where he
lived so she could see him when she wanted. I
don’t know what they used to do in Ipswich, as
there isn’t a lot you can do I shouldn’t think, and
it’s when you’re away from home that you need
lots of things to do.
The thing I thought about most while she was
away was what she said about being tied up, and
how it was exciting if you didn’t know what was
going to happen, and there wasn’t anything you
could do about it. Most days I used to sit and
think about it, as I wasn’t sure if she was really
telling me to do something. I wondered if I
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ought to test the water so to speak, and take a bit
of a liberty with her the next time, but it seemed
a bit of a risky thing to do. It was a bigger risk
than I’d taken before, because if I got it wrong
there might have been a lot of trouble.
What made it most difficult was that I
couldn’t ask her, because she was excited by not
knowing what was going to happen, so she
couldn’t very well tell me what to do or that
would spoil the fun. The more I looked at it from
her point of view the more it looked like that
was the biggest sort of hint she could give me
for it to stay exciting, so it looked like I was
going to have to do something the next time,
although I wasn’t sure what.
One thing I did think I ought to do at long
last was to use the frame. It had been covered up
with backing paper for so long I’d almost
forgotten about it, although it had always been at
the back of my mind of course ever since Mr
Baker made it for me. You can’t really forget
about something like that, not once you’ve had
the idea.
I went down one afternoon just before
Christmas and took all the paper off so I could
see it there in all its glory. It was so big it looked
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really impressive and anyone would have to
admit it was there to stay. The wood was thick
and gave it a really solid feel, like it had been
made in the middle ages maybe and was still
there and good for another five hundred years at
least.
As I sat there looking at it I couldn’t help
wondering what Miss Guthridge’s reaction
would be when she found out what it was for.
You couldn’t tell just from looking at it I don’t
think, not unless you knew about what I was
interested in, as I’d been really careful to just
make it look functional, although I suppose Mr
Baker might have wondered why I wanted it to
be so solid if it only had to hold up paper, or bits
of material. Most people don’t see further than
the end of their nose though.
I checked the pulleys to make sure they
worked all right, as I hadn’t even touched them
since they were made. Everything was fine, so I
dusted it all down ready for Miss Guthridge
when she came back after Christmas. I hoped
she would like it, as you could almost say it had
been specially built for her, even though I wasn’t
sure she would be the first to use it at the time of
course.
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There was lots of time to process the photos,
and I was really pleased with the results.
Everything I’d thought, about having more
furniture and things, turned out to be right. It all
looked a lot more natural than the previous ones
and I was really impressed with how good they
looked. There wasn’t any comparison at all with
the ones I bought in London. Mine were a lot
better.
In the first place she was tied up properly,
which I think was the biggest thing, but also the
photos were better quality, properly lit and
everything. Miss Guthridge deserved some of
the credit too of course, as she always managed
to look really vulnerable, and of course she was
fairly attractive which was a change from some
of the women in the London photos who weren’t
very good looking, and didn’t look like they
cared about what they were doing.
To begin with I did a couple of sets of prints,
and unlike the previous time I did them properly
with the correct exposures and everything,
which is essential really if you want to get them
nice and contrasty. I still stuck to the small size
as it seemed best if you wanted to hide them,
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and I didn’t think Miss Guthridge would want to
hang hers on the wall or anything either.
There were a few little albums in the shop
left over from the summer so I experimented
with them, putting one on each page in the right
order. It was quite effective as it was like you
were being told a story. I did think about putting
captions on so it was more like a comic strip, but
the photos told the story really well by
themselves, and it seemed more sort of perfect to
leave them how they were.
Christmas came and went, although it didn’t
seem so important as it did other years. It was
nice being sort of cut off and everything and
listening to the Queen’s speech on the radio, but
I had other things I kept thinking about so I
couldn’t concentrate on making it feel like
Christmas like I usually did. By the time it got to
Boxing Day I was getting a bit agitated with all
the anticipation and everything of waiting for
Miss Guthridge to come back.
I couldn’t help wondering what would
happen when she did, and I sort of knew what
would happen was up to me. It was me who had
to pick what to do. Somehow it didn’t seem very
fair as I didn’t have all that good an idea of what
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she hoped might happen. I knew she thought it
was a risk being tied up and everything, but it
seemed like I was the one taking the biggest risk
as I wouldn’t know if I was going too far, and I
didn’t want to risk spoiling everything by doing
something she didn’t want.
Just as I was getting really bored in the week
after Christmas I got a few replies to my adverts
in the magazines, asking for my ladies in distress
photos. They were from lots of different parts of
the country, although there weren’t any from
London as I suppose people can just walk into a
shop and buy them there, like I do when I’m on
one of my day trips. Still, it was nice to see there
was some interest, and as they all enclosed
cheques for the right amount I got busy printing
up quite a lot of sets and mailing them off.
Once you get a few orders like that you can
run them off fairly quickly, so I did quite a lot of
extra sets as well to cater for future orders. I
didn’t charge as much as the shops in London,
but even so when I added all the cheques up it
came to quite a lot of money. It was all a lot
more than it ever cost to do all the photos and to
buy the equipment and the underwear and things
so I’d made a lot of profit.
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I would have liked to have given some of it
to Miss Guthridge of course, as I couldn’t have
done it without her, but it was a bit difficult. If I
just offered her the money she might get the
wrong idea, and I couldn’t very well tell her
what I was doing, as I don’t suppose she would
want to know I was selling photos of her in
delicate situations. Still, what the eye doesn’t see
as they say, but it did mean I just had to keep the
money till I could think of some excuse to give
her some.
People are funny like that. It’s almost
impossible to give them money unless they think
they’ve done something to earn it. Even people
who don’t have much and really need it won’t
let you give it to them. It’s like if they were to
get rich in the future they wouldn’t be able to
say they’d done it all by themselves. That’s the
trouble with photography as well really. You
can’t say it’s just you as at least half of it is what
you’re taking the photo of, like Miss Guthridge
for instance.
As I had a few spare sets of the photos after
doing the ones for the people who replied to the
adverts, it seemed like a good time to go to
London and see if I could sell any to the little
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bookshops I knew. It was a way to use up
another day as well, because I was getting so I
didn’t know what to do with myself. There’s a
limit to how bored you can get I think before
you have to go and do something, although there
was more to it than that of course. I had to do
something so as to stop thinking about Miss
Guthridge coming back all the time, as I felt like
I would burst with the anticipation. Sometimes it
was so bad I couldn’t go to sleep for ages and
ages after going to bed, even though normally I
just go straight off.
It wasn’t a bad journey down on the train, but
being winter of course it wasn’t that warm. They
never seem to get the heating right in the
carriages, although I suppose it’s better than it
was during the war. You’d think they could
improve it a bit though, particularly as railways
are supposed to be a more comfortable way to
travel.
Somehow it wasn’t so exciting as when I was
going down to buy pictures. I used to be really
impatient for the journey to end so I could get
there and back as fast as possible and have one
of my sessions with the photos. Going there to
try and sell some photos though meant I didn’t
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feel like I was in so much of a hurry. I was a bit
nervous really, even though the man in one of
the shops had said he could probably take a few
sets off me. Since the trouble in Bournemouth
I’ve always been a bit on the nervous side,
particularly if I’m doing something I shouldn’t.
Just carrying photos like that around always
seemed a bit of a risk as they might be found if
you had an accident or got stopped by the police
or something.
I went to several of the shops without any
luck on my way to the one where the man said
he was interested. There wasn’t any particular
reason to try them, but I thought I might find out
what a fair price was, because even though I
knew what they sold for I didn’t know what I
should expect to get, and it seemed like the kind
of thing where you could be taken advantage of
fairly easily. In that kind of business I don’t
think you can count on everyone being really
honest.
Eventually I got to the shop where it had
looked like I might make a sale. There was only
the assistant there so I asked if I could speak to
Albert and he came round the curtain from the
back. I don’t think he recognised who I was
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which probably wasn’t surprising as it was ages
and ages since I’d been there.
It was sort of awkward for a minute or two
while I explained about how he’d said he might
be interested in the photos, and how I’d
advertised my ladies in distress in his magazine.
That was when it finally dawned on him and he
said I must be Mr Stine from Yarmouth and he’d
better see how much distress my ladies were in.
So I got out the albums and let him have a look
through.
He looked quite impressed, which wasn’t that
surprising as they were a lot better than the ones
I’d bought off him in the past, and mine were
arranged so they sort of told a story as well.
Miss Guthridge he said was really attractive,
although those weren’t his exact words of
course, and he said how artistic the photos were,
even though there were too many in the set.
It was only worth doing half a dozen
apparently, so there were a few photos for a lot
of money, as he said neither of us was a
charitable institution. I asked how many sets he
could sell, and was really surprised when he said
he would start off with a hundred. The price was
all right too, except that I didn’t have anymore
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than about ten sets with me, and anyway he said
that not only were there too many photos in my
sets, but the prints were all the wrong size. He
measured up some of the ones he had under the
counter and I took down what he wanted, so as
to get it exactly right when I got home.
I was a bit suspicious of doing it by post like
he suggested as I thought I might send off the
photos and not get the money, so I said they
should give me an advance, as a hundred sets
was a lot of money. Then he really surprised me
by counting out half the money there and then,
and saying he was happy to put up half as long
as I understood they weren’t the kind of people
to be cheated. They knew where I lived from my
magazine subscription and advertisements of
course, so I had no intention of cheating them,
and I wouldn’t cheat anyone anyway as I don’t
think it’s right.
I must have looked a bit surprised though, as
he said no offence was intended, and he was
sure I wasn’t dishonest, but he just thought I
ought to know. Then he said I should send him a
sample of any other sets I’d done, or any I did in
the future as he bought things for quite a few
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shops and might be able to sell a fair amount if
they were the same sort of quality.
At the time of course I intended doing lots of
different sets of Miss Guthridge and said that
now I’d got a model I should be able to keep
him well supplied. He said he didn’t know how I
got Miss Guthridge to do it, and he said it as if
he expected me to answer. But I didn’t say
anything as I didn’t really know, except that I
thought it sort of excited her, but I didn’t think it
was proper to say that to him. It wasn’t the sort
of thing that I think she would want mentioned.
Just on a sort of impulse I asked if he had any
similar photos I could buy, as it seemed a pity to
come away with nothing, and since I was getting
lots of money for my photos it didn’t seem such
an extravagance. He said he always kept a few
different sets under the counter and gave me
some to look through like the last time. Some
were better than others of course although I
didn’t think any of them were as good as mine,
but I picked a set where the eyes looked right
and asked how much he wanted for it.
He wouldn’t let me pay though, as he said I
was in the business now, and I could exchange it
for another set whenever I wanted as long as I
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didn’t spill anything on them. It was very nice of
him and made me feel like I was part of things,
and not just someone who bought photos
anymore, which was good as I think they used to
sort of look down on the people who were just
customers.
The journey home wasn’t so boring as it
might have been as there was the photos to look
forward to of course, and being on a train for so
long meant the anticipation built up a lot. The
sessions with the photos were always better if
you’d had a bit of time to think about it first and
new photos made it even better.
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The next Sunday Miss Guthridge was in
church again, so I knew I wouldn’t have much
longer to wait before I could put my plans into
operation. Christmas had seemed a lot longer
than it ever did before because of what I kept
turning over and over in my mind about what
she said the last time I’d tied her up. You can’t
escape from things like that. The thoughts stay
with you all the time and you just go round and
round in circles.
After church I went down on the sea front
and walked really slowly so she caught me up.
There wasn’t anyone about so it was all right to
talk as no one could overhear us. She said
Christmas wasn’t that good, and being with
Henry all the time was a bit boring as he never
had any good ideas, and she wasn’t sure he’d be
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any better after they got married. It was funny as
I always used to think women didn’t want men
to get any ideas, but she seemed the opposite,
and I had lots of ideas about what to do with her,
which she seemed to like. The trouble was of
course, with my ideas not being that usual you
couldn’t sort of suggest them to just anyone.
In the end I got the subject round to when we
should meet to do some more photos, as I said I
had some new ideas, which I had of course. She
said Tuesday was all right, and I asked her to get
some different underwear as I thought it was
better for selling the photos if she wasn’t
wearing the same thing all the time. I didn’t
mention selling the photos of course as I was
sure she would prefer not to know. She said that
after school on Monday was a good time for
shopping as there weren’t many people about so
it was more discrete. If possible I said she
should get something frilly in silk or something
as I always think it looks more feminine.
The next day I got a few more replies to my
adverts asking for sets of photos, so I had a day
in the darkroom doing them, plus all the ones for
the shop. It was a lot of work, even though I had
it going pretty much like a production line. I
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didn’t mind though as it seemed important to let
everyone with sort of similar interests see Miss
Guthridge the way she was intended to be. It
isn’t fair to keep that kind of thing to yourself. I
think it’s selfish, and of course there was quite a
bit of profit from the photos, so it made a lot of
sense really.
First thing on the Tuesday morning I posted
them all off as I couldn’t really have them lying
around when Miss Guthridge arrived. The ones
for the shop had to go in a big box, and my arms
really ached by the time I carried it down to the
post office. A hundred sets takes up a lot of
space and is heavier than you’d think. It’s
probably against the law to send things like that
through the post, but no one could tell as I
parcelled it all up so well, you couldn’t possibly
get inside it without a lot of effort. I was
surprised how much it cost too. Parcel post just
seems to get more expensive all the time, and it
takes ages to get there. People say it’s not how it
used to be before the war.
Once I got back I tidied up the basement
ready for the evening. It was in quite a mess
because of all the processing, but it’s surprising
how quick you can do things when there’s an
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incentive. I stored away all the backing sheets
and oiled up all the pulleys on the frame so
they’d run smooth when the time came. The
book of knots came in handy, as I found some
slip knots that you could tie off once they were
tight, so they wouldn’t come undone. I made a
few up and put them on the table ready for later.
Although it was difficult to decide, I’d made
my mind up about what to do as she’d given
such a sort of hint that I shouldn’t be so
backward so to speak. The more I thought about
it the more obvious it was what she meant, and
although I was a bit nervous about it I knew it
was the right thing to do, as if she hadn’t wanted
me to she wouldn’t have said anything about it.
In the afternoon I went out and bought a
small solid rubber ball from the toy shop. It was
just about the right size to go in your mouth if
you opened it really wide. Then I got a narrow
strap from a shop on King Street like the sort
you might put round a case to keep it closed if
the locks were broken.
Once I got home I started working on the ball
with a kitchen knife, and eventually got the knife
through the middle, but it was really hard. I had
to dig out lots of little bits of rubber ever so
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carefully so as not to split it, before I could lever
the strap through with the knife.
When I got it pulled through far enough I put
the ball in my mouth and pulled the strap tight
round the back of my head so I could see how
long it needed to be. I cut it off to the right
length and made some extra holes in it so I could
buckle it really tight. When I put it on and
looked in the mirror I was really pleased as it
looked just like the ones in the photos I got from
London, and was more effective than all my
other gags, and the fact it was a bright red ball
made it really stand out so you couldn’t help
noticing, although on black and white you
wouldn’t notice it so much of course.
I took it down and put it with the other things
in the basement, before setting up all the lights
like I always did before she came. The camera
was in need of a bit of a clean, so I did that and
loaded it up with my favourite fine grain film.
Unfortunately there was still a couple of hours to
go before she was due to arrive though, and
because I was going to make it such a really
special night I was agitated and couldn’t eat or
anything. All I could do was walk up and down
just fiddling with things that were already laid
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out all right. Towards the end of the waiting
though I did manage to drink a cup of tea, which
was quite a good idea as my throat was all dry.
Eventually there was a knock on the door and
I went down to let her in. I must have looked a
bit pale or something as she asked if I was all
right, and looked quite concerned. There was a
sort of funny feeling in my stomach, but I said I
was all right and showed her into the living
room for her to change. She showed me the new
things she’d bought to wear which were red and
very frilly and I couldn’t wait to see how they
looked when she was wearing them.
I left her to change and went down to the
basement to turn the lights on and make sure
everything was all ready which it had been for
hours. The thing I always used to listen for was
the sound of her high heels on the stairs as that
meant it would only be a few seconds before she
was there in front of me. I liked the anticipation
which always used to build up, as she always
looked so sort of vulnerable when she first came
in, standing there in just her underwear. You
couldn’t help being excited.
When she got down she had that sort of self
conscious awkward look that I used to like. The
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red frilly underwear made her look better and
more exciting than I’d ever seen her, and you
could tell she knew how good it was from the
look on her face. I think it gave her a funny
feeling she sort of enjoyed, just letting herself be
seen like that.
She looked a bit surprised at seeing the frame
without any backing paper on it, so I explained I
wanted to tie her to it for a more sort of stylised
effect, and I showed her the new gag which I
said would look more effective, and being red
would go well with her underwear. There were a
few seconds when she was looking at the frame
when I thought she might refuse, but I think she
was just seeing how it worked and maybe the
concentration made her look serious.
I showed her where to stand and got a couple
of the cords off the table. The slip knots opened
out and I put one over each wrist and tightened it
before tying it off so it couldn’t be slipped off.
Then I got the gag for her to put in. I pulled it
tight and did the strap up and asked if it was all
right. She nodded, so I threaded the cord from
one hand over the left pulley and the cord from
the other hand over the right pulley. When I
pulled on the cords her arms went up above her
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head and outwards in a sort of star shape. I
pulled them tight so she was really stretched out,
and then tied them off on the sides of the frame.
The next thing was her ankles. I put a piece
of cord round her left ankle and pulled it out to
the left side of the frame, and did the same with
her right ankle, so her legs and arms were all
pointing at the corners of the frame. She was all
spread out like a human star. Finally I put a cord
round her waist and through the hole in the
centre bar before tightening it up, so she was
held tight into the frame.
When I stood back to have a look, she looked
really good, and a lot more vulnerable than she
ever had before. Tied up like that you could do
anything to her, but I thought I’d keep up the
pretence and take a few photos first before
giving her a bit of a surprise. I always think you
shouldn’t rush things, and there was no point in
rushing anyway as she certainly wasn’t going
anywhere.
There weren’t too many variations you could
make for the photos, but I did do a few different
angles and moved the lights around to get some
good reflections off the silk. Then I said she
should wriggle about and look as if she was
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trying to get free which she did a bit, but not to
much effect really as I’d made sure there wasn’t
really any chance of escaping.
I put the camera to one side and went across
to the frame. She thought I was going to untie
her I think, but I said if she couldn’t struggle
better than that then I’d better give her a reason
to wriggle about. Her eyes sort of darted from
side to side, and up at her hands. I just stood
there and said the only difficult thing to decide
was where I should put my hand first.
She wriggled a bit, and I ran my hand
through all the frills on her underwear. The nice
thing about the silk was how easily your hand
could slide over it. I said how soft and warm and
inviting she felt, and how I noted what she said
about how it was exciting not being in control
when you were tied up. I said I hoped it was
even more exciting now she really wasn’t in
control. My hands went everywhere and I made
sure to touch her in all the most exciting places.
I said she should try and guess how far I
would go, and then slid my hand inside her
underwear and sort of kissed her in different
places so she would know I hadn’t finished. She
started breathing heavily like it said in some of
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the books I read, so I guessed things were going
all right. I didn’t have any experience of what
was under a woman’s clothes of course, even
though I knew what to do from the books, so I
had to explore a bit first before I could actually
do it.
Miss Guthridge was fairly tall and the first
time I tried I wasn’t too successful, so I had to
get a few books to stand on, but after that it was
all right and I just sort of pulled her underwear
to one side and did it. Things didn’t last as long
as I expected, and then afterwards everything
felt different.
I left Miss Guthridge on the frame and went
to sit down in the flat upstairs, as I just didn’t
want to be in the same room as her anymore. I
was sort of empty and began to feel like I
wished I hadn’t done it. It was as if I was totally
alone. As if she hadn’t been there at all. It was
like suddenly coming down to earth, and that
was what started me thinking. What if she didn’t
really want me to do it?
Once I was back to normal and not just
thinking about doing it anymore things got a lot
clearer, and I got a bit frightened. A lot of the
time people think what they want to think, and it
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began to look as if I might not have done the
right thing. I wanted to do it so much I made
myself believe that was what she wanted, but
afterwards I kept wondering if she meant me to
go that far. It all went round and round in my
head as I thought maybe she only wanted me to
touch her a bit, or maybe she was only saying
how it just felt exciting, and didn’t really want
me to do anything at all.
I went back into the studio, and sat there
looking at her for ages and ages trying to see if I
could tell anything from the way she looked.
Somehow she just looked sort of sad, all spread
out like a star still, but with all her clothes sort
of wrinkled and everything instead of all neat
and tidy like she was before. She wasn’t crying
or anything which I thought was a good sign, but
she didn’t look happy or satisfied or anything
either.
Although I thought maybe I could take the
gag off and see what she said I was a bit scared
in case she wasn’t pleased and shouted or
something. And I wasn’t sure I would be able to
get it back in before someone heard, as I think
women have really piercing voices if they shout
or scream.
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I went through everything that could happen
in my head, which wasn’t all that helpful. At the
worst it looked like I could spend nearly all my
life in prison, and at the best I thought we might
get married and do it a lot more. The trouble
was, although I liked Miss Guthridge I didn’t
really think it was worth risking all that time in
prison just to maybe marry her, especially as
there were so many other women in the world.
Not all of them were interested in my little
hobby of course, but I was sure there were some
who were.
The more I thought about it the more scared I
got. I just sat there and looked at her for ages as
there didn’t seem to be anything else I could do.
She made odd noises and struggled a bit
sometimes, but it wasn’t any use of course as I’d
made sure she was done up tight in the first
place. Her hands went blue and limp and
stopped moving by about midnight, and then her
legs started shaking sort of uncontrollably and I
thought she was dying, but eventually they
stopped.
After thinking about everything I picked
what seemed the best thing to do, and worked
out what would happen. In the end of course it
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turned out I didn’t think of everything, but I did
the best I could at the time and it wasn’t too bad.
Even if you can’t think of everything a bit of
planning does help as at least it stops you getting
into a panic, and a lot of what I expected did
actually happen, and even considering what
went wrong I still think it was the only thing to
do.
I tried to stop her breathing with my hands at
first, by squeezing her neck. She couldn’t make
any noise of course because the gag was in tight,
but she sort of screamed at me through her eyes.
I wasn’t too successful though as I didn’t seem
to be able to squeeze hard enough, and her eyes
looking at me all the time made me feel a bit
uncomfortable. In the end I gave up and sat
down to think about it for a minute or two. She
breathed heavily through her nose, and her eyes
kept watching me all the time.
I knew I was in even worse trouble after that,
if I let her go, so I went upstairs and got my
book of knots and a piece of cord. It seemed like
a slip knot might be best, so I found one that was
big enough to get a grip on and made it up from
the instructions in the book. Once it was done I
put it over her head and tightened it a bit round
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her neck just to make sure it worked. She was
struggling quite a bit by this time of course, and
kept staring at me which made me a bit nervous,
so I went up to the bedroom and got an old
pillow case to put over her head, even though it
didn’t seem like a very nice thing to do. The
trouble was I didn’t know how long it would
take to do it and I didn’t like being looked at.
Everything was a lot easier after I got the
pillow case over her head as it didn’t seem so
personal anymore. She sort of tensed up and
tried to pull away but I tightened the slip knot up
as hard as I could. It was a good job the frame
was built so well as she struggled really hard to
get away and kept it up for a long time. She
made a bit of a mess on the floor, which I
suppose she couldn’t help really, as it’s probably
a bit frightening when things happen that you
aren’t expecting.
In the end she stopped moving and it felt as if
all the weight went onto her arms so she was just
sort of hanging there. I loosened the slip knot
and nothing happened, so I undid it all the way
and took it off. The pillow case was still over her
head and it didn’t seem like a good idea to take
it off as I wasn’t sure how her face would look,
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and if it wasn’t going to be pleasant then I didn’t
want to see.
To begin with I felt sort of relieved, and then
suddenly went all hot and felt my heart beating
really fast and felt dizzy. It was the worst feeling
I ever had, as I suddenly thought I’d ended my
relationship with the only woman I ever met
who was interested in what I was interested in.
Then I was really annoyed I hadn’t found out
what she thought about what I’d done before
ending it, and hit my hand against the wall a few
times till it hurt.
Later I realised I was just confused and I
couldn’t have taken any account of what she
said anyway, as I don’t think people always tell
the truth when they’re in difficult situations. She
could have said she enjoyed it and then gone to
the police anyway when I let her go, which
wasn’t a risk I could really take. I was just in a
bit of a panic really, which was understandable
in the circumstances and could’ve happened to
anyone.
I sat down of course when I felt dizzy and put
my head between my knees like everyone says
you’re supposed to if you feel like you’re going
to faint. After a few minutes it went away and I
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sat up again and was a bit better. I couldn’t
really believe she wouldn’t ever move again,
and it was me that had done it. That’s not to say
I felt guilty or anything, as I can’t say I did, but
it was just the comparison with seeing her
walking around only a few hours before. I was a
bit sad I wouldn’t be able to tie her up anymore
though.
As I sat there I began to feel a bit strange
again whenever I sort of thought about things, so
I decided it wasn’t a good idea to think too
much, and it was better to just really concentrate
on carrying out what I planned earlier.
Sometimes you just can’t waste a lot of time on
deciding whether you’ve done the right thing,
particularly if you have to get on with other
things.
First of all I got a bucket of water, and a mop
and some disinfectant and cleared up the mess
she made on the floor. That was the most
unpleasant bit I think, as I’ve always found that
kind of thing a bit distasteful, and I wished she
hadn’t done it. Still, it was my fault in a way as
if I’d thought ahead I could have pinned a bath
towel on her or something, but I never really
considered it.
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I knew people went sort of stiff after they
died, but I didn’t know how long it took, so it
seemed like a good idea to bury her straight
away rather than leave it till the next night. Also
you never know who might call during the day
and I knew I would feel nervous if she was
anywhere that could be found easily. No one
ever called of course, but there was a lot at stake
and I kept telling myself that I couldn’t be too
careful.
Getting the concrete paving slabs up in the
back yard wasn’t easy as they were really heavy,
and whoever put them down had put them really
close together so it was difficult to get a spade in
between and lever them up. In the end I got three
out in a row near the back wall which I guessed
would be a big enough space to dig a hole.
Unfortunately there wasn’t really enough room
to do it properly, so I had to take another row out
and a couple at the end to make it longer.
Digging at night was really frightening. Any
little noise seemed like it was enough to deafen
you, and I was scared of waking people up, as it
isn’t that normal to be digging your garden up at
that time in the morning. It wasn’t a situation
you’d want to get found in. Luckily there wasn’t
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a frost, but the ground was still hard and it was
difficult to get a very deep hole.
I think I read somewhere that coffins are put
six feet down, but I couldn’t get down that far, at
least not on my own, and I couldn’t really ask
anyone else to help. Although it’s not nice to
think about it, I wondered how far you had to go
so there wouldn’t be any smell when nature took
its course. The thing was though, the deeper I
went the harder it was to dig, so in the end I
stopped at about three feet.
There was a spare blanket in the bedroom, so
I took it down to the studio and laid it out in
front of the frame. I slackened all the ropes off
and gently let some out through the pulleys so
she sort of laid out neatly on the blanket. Once
she was down I tied her legs together, and put
her arms down in front of her and tied them to a
rope round her waist. That meant I could put a
couple of loops under her arms so I had
something to pull on to get her up the steps. First
of all though I rolled her up in the blanket and
put a few cords round the whole thing so she
was all done up like a parcel.
The stairs were the hardest bit of course, as
you don’t realise how heavy people are until you
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have to lift them. They weigh a lot more than
even the heaviest things you have to carry, and if
it wasn’t for the idea of being caught I don’t
think I could have done it. Every step felt like
I’d really achieved something, and I had to stop
all the time so my arms could get back to
normal.
In the end I got her in the hole and started to
put the earth back in, and that was when I
suddenly thought about the things she brought
with her. I went upstairs and got the other
clothes and her bag, and put them in the hole as
well, as it seemed best that no one saw them. If
I’d put them on a tip or something then they
might have been found and somehow traced
back to me, as you do hear of things like that
happening, although I’m never sure how they do
it.
There was quite a lot of earth left over even
after I’d levelled it off and pounded it down with
a piece of timber to make sure it was really well
packed and wouldn’t sink in afterwards. I got the
slabs back and knocked them down a bit until
they were level, which only left the tidying up to
do and the earth to get rid of.
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It was getting light by the time I’d cleared up
everything in the basement, and I did think of
leaving the soil till the next night, but then I
thought how it might look a bit odd to anyone
coming in through the back, like tradesmen
sometimes did, so I decided to get rid of it
straight away. Because of the weight I only half
filled the sacks to make it easier to lift them into
the boot of the car. I put newspaper in first of
course so as to keep it clean, and then I drove
out into the countryside.
The sun was coming up and the clouds had
cleared so it was sort of flickering through the
hedges as I drove along, and I couldn’t help
thinking how Miss Guthridge wouldn’t see it
anymore, and felt a bit sad about it even though I
knew there hadn’t been any real alternative. I
didn’t think about it too much though as you
have to be calm and concentrate on what you’re
doing to make sure you don’t get caught. Not
that I thought I’d be suspected or anything, but
you can’t be too careful.
Eventually I got so that I was a lot nearer to
Norwich than Yarmouth, and dumped the sacks
and paper and everything in the woods near
Thorpe. That way I thought if anyone came
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across it they would think it was someone from
Norwich getting rid of soil as no one from
Yarmouth would bother to drive that far. I made
sure no one was about of course and managed to
get rid of it all without being seen by anyone.
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Nothing happened. Not that I expected a lot
to happen or anything, but I thought it might be
in the paper or on the radio or something. I
bought the Eastern Daily Press every day and
listened to the news in the morning and again at
night, but there wasn’t any mention of her being
missing or anything. The trouble was I knew
Mrs Kelf and the school would wonder where
she’d gone and tell the police and things, so I
knew they must be looking for her, and not
hearing anything about it made me
uncomfortable.
It was a bit difficult to sleep as well, as I
couldn’t help thinking how it was me that did it,
and wondering what was happening to her in the
garden, even though I knew she couldn’t feel
anything anymore. Also I sort of felt a lot for
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her, particularly after what happened, as she was
the only woman I’d actually had relations with
so to speak, and I wished things had been
different and we’d been able to carry on doing it.
It was a good lesson for the future though that
maybe the gag wasn’t such a good idea as then
I’d get to know if she really objected before I
went too far.
I didn’t think about God until the Saturday
evening when I was thinking about church the
next day. It’s funny how you don’t think about
God a lot, and as I never really said my prayers
every day like you’re supposed to he just never
came to mind. The more I thought about it the
more it seemed like he might not be that pleased
with me, but then I thought that as he sees and
knows everything he couldn’t help seeing it
from my point of view and would understand the
position I was in. Not that it was an excuse or
anything, but maybe it wasn’t so bad as it might
have been.
The other thing I kept thinking of was that
they have confessions in the Church of England
just like the catholics do. No one ever goes of
course, except for big things, but it didn’t seem
like a good idea as I knew I’d get told to go to
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the police, and then I’d get hung, and I didn’t
think that would be what God wanted. I may not
be that good a Christian or anything but I do
know he isn’t in favour of capital punishment.
And the people who do that and kill people in
cold blood after making them wait weeks and
weeks to have it done are worse than I am.
Miss Guthridge won’t be that pleased to see
me when I eventually go to heaven I don’t
suppose. Although I always think that when you
are dead you can understand everything better,
and see what’s in other people’s minds, not so as
you can be critical, but so you can see things the
way they see them. I’m sure that’s what it’s like,
and it’s not till then that you find out what’s
really going on and why people said and did
things. Sometimes it seems really frightening
with everyone finding out about what you’ve
kept secret for years and years, but then I think if
they understand as well it will be all right, as the
only reason you keep things secret in the first
place is because they don’t understand and
might not be nice about it, and women might
laugh at you and things for not being normal.
Anyway, I went to church on the Sunday like
I always did. It felt a bit strange knowing I
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wouldn’t see Miss Guthridge and wouldn’t walk
back with her like I usually did. The thing I kept
telling myself was how I had to be careful to be
surprised if anything was said about her being
missing, as it was important not to let on that I
knew. You can’t be too careful about things like
that as it must be about the easiest way to get
found out. You need to sort of look at it from
someone else’s point of view, and work out how
they would expect you to be if you were
innocent of everything.
It was all a bit worrying, and I wasn’t
anxious to get there too long before the service
began, so I walked really slowly and looked in a
lot of shop windows that I wasn’t really
interested in. I kept looking at my watch, trying
to judge it right, so that I got there just as the
service was beginning and didn’t have to talk to
anyone till afterwards. Not that I usually talked
to anyone much, but better safe than sorry is
what I always say.
I misjudged it a bit in the end and was a little
late. They’d just started the first hymn, and the
vicar was on his way up the aisle, so I just
slipped in and sat on one side at the back. That
was when I noticed the policeman, as he was
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standing at the back on the same side as me. I
made sure to look like I wondered why he was
there but I don’t think he even noticed me.
When it came to the bit where the vicar did
the announcements, like the bans of marriage,
and who was on the cleaning rota, and who was
doing the flowers and things, he said there was
something important he had to say. That was
when I felt my face go all hot and I also got that
sort of prickly feeling on the back of my neck, as
I don’t think how serious it was really dawned
on me till then. It was just thinking what all
those people would do if they knew I’d done it.
People feel more strongly than you’d expect and
I don’t think you realise until you’re with them.
He said Miss Guthridge had been missing
since Wednesday and the police were looking
for her and any of us who knew her even a little
should give our names to the policeman at the
back in case we knew anything useful. There
was also a bit about how even things we didn’t
think had anything to do with it might be a help
as well.
To tell the truth I hadn’t really expected the
police to be there and didn’t know if I ought to
give my name to the policeman or not. I thought
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about it all through the service, and couldn’t
really see any way out of it as some of the
people there might have seen me with her, so it
seemed best to do it, if only so I didn’t look like
I was avoiding anything. You never can tell what
makes people suspicious, so just saying I knew
her might make it so they wouldn’t suspect me
at all.
There was a whole queue of people waiting
to give their names after the service, which was
a bit surprising as I didn’t think she knew so
many people. She always acted sort of shy and
never mixed a lot as far as I knew, except for a
few people she used to talk to at the music club.
As I watched for a bit though I saw the
policeman was asking a few questions to
everyone, and only taking some names, so it
looked like he was sorting out the people who
weren’t really acquainted with her. I think some
people just want to be involved so other people
will think they’re important.
I joined the queue after a bit, making sure I
wasn’t going to be last as I think that looks a bit
suspicious as well. The thing is to know how
much you’re going to say and stick to it, and not
make it look like it worries you at all. A small
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amount of concern is all right I think as that’s
how most people looked, so I put on my serious
face and concentrated on looking a bit bored.
Once I got to the front of the queue all he
asked was if I ever saw Miss Guthridge apart
from in church, so I said I had sometimes in the
past, so he took my name and address, and asked
if I could go to the police station sometime the
next day. I said I could of course, as that seemed
like a better idea than having anyone come to the
house. Policemen are nosey I think and you
never know what they might be able to tell just
from looking round. You read about crimes
being solved that way in the papers, so the
police station seemed a lot safer.
When I got home I looked around a bit,
pretending I was a stranger who didn’t know
what had gone on, just to see if I could see
anything that would make me think that all
wasn’t well. There wasn’t of course, as it was
just like anyone’s flat really, and they probably
make up all the tell tale signs and things you see
in films. Anyone who has really done something
makes sure there isn’t anything to give the game
away, particularly if there’s plenty of time and
everything.
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It wasn’t till I was lying in bed that night that
I thought about the photos. There wasn’t
anything much more incriminating you could
have around, unless they looked under the slabs
in the yard of course. They were so easy to find
as well if you were searching the house, and
although it wasn’t exactly proof I had anything
to do with her going missing it would certainly
make them search more, and maybe find her.
The trouble was I couldn’t bring myself to
get rid of them. They were the only things I had
to remind me of her and of what happened that
night before things got a bit unfortunate. You
can’t just go out and burn things like that,
although it didn’t seem like I could keep them in
the house either, just in case anyone had a look
round, like the police or anything. I lay there
thinking about it for a while, and then it came to
me what to do so as to protect myself and also
have the photos.
The next day I got all the photos of Miss
Guthridge, and all the negatives, and wrapped
them all up in brown paper. I did several layers
to make sure they were well protected and
everything, and then put them in an old biscuit
tin which I washed out specially.
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There was a sort of half piece of concrete in
the corner of the yard by the wall, which I
levered up with the spade fairly easily. Then I
dug a bit of a hole and put the tin in so it was a
few inches under the earth which I put back all
round it, and then put a layer on top. Once the
concrete was back you wouldn’t. know it had
been interfered with at all.
When I thought about it there didn’t seem
any better way, because if anyone started
digging up the garden then I would get found out
anyway so it didn’t matter about the photos, but
if they didn’t then the photos were safe. That
was how it seemed to me anyway, and you
couldn’t say it wasn’t logical or anything, and
they’d have to have a good reason to dig up the
garden anyway.
I was still a bit worried about the police
though as I don’t particularly like police stations
and their attitude and everything. You never
know how far they’ll go into things, and I didn’t
know if they looked in their records or anything
before talking to people. The thing was if the
Bournemouth things came to light I thought it
might get a bit difficult.
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In the afternoon I sort of sat around and
waited till I couldn’t put off going any longer. I
didn’t, want them coming to find me so it
seemed like a good idea to go and get it over
with. Even so I walked as slowly as I could and
looked at every stall on the market as I went
through. It was only about a ten minute walk if
you do it normally but I made it last nearly an
hour which just made me more nervous.
Once I was inside they were polite and called
me Mr Stine and everything, although they kept
me waiting ages while the policeman was
talking to someone else. I ended up sitting in this
corridor being looked at by all the people who
went in and out as if I was a criminal or
something.
Eventually I got in the room with the
policeman who’d been at the church. He was
very nice and got me a cup of tea before he
started asking questions, so I knew they hadn’t
found out about Bournemouth. You can always
tell what people know about you by the way
they treat you.
He just asked what I knew about Miss
Guthridge, so I said I met her when I was at Mrs
Kelf’s, and how I’d had a meal with her one
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night when she was a bit lonely, but how she
was engaged to someone in Ipswich. I also said
how I saw her sometimes in church and had
walked down the road with her, but how I didn’t
really know that much about her.
He listened and wrote odd bits down, and
didn’t interrupt at all, as I now realise he was
saving his main question till I finished. That was
when I got quite a shock as he asked if I knew
by any chance what she did on a Tuesday night.
I felt my heart speed up a bit as I knew by the
way he said it that he knew more than I thought.
The only thing to do was to say that I didn’t
have any idea which is what I did.
I wanted to know more of course about what
they knew, partly so I wouldn’t be worried, and
partly so I might be able to defend myself better
and not get found out. The more you know the
better I always think. What seemed a good idea
was to mention the music club, which I’d
forgotten about earlier, so I said about how I’d
sometimes seen her there with the man I thought
she was engaged to, but that was on Saturdays
and I didn’t know what she did other nights.
Then, on the off chance I just said how I’d
heard her mention the Little Theatre, but that I
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didn’t know when she went. I knew she’d used
that as a cover story of course and I wanted to
see what his reaction was. You could see he
suddenly got interested and asked when she
mentioned it. I said I didn’t know exactly, but I
was pretty sure she didn’t go when I was at Mrs
Kelf’s so it must have been after.
That was when he said it was important I
tried to remember when I heard it, as Mrs Kelf
and a few other people said she’d told them she
went to the Little Theatre every Tuesday, but no
one at the theatre knew her at all. So I asked
why she would say she went there if she didn’t,
as even though I said I didn’t know her that well
I thought she wouldn’t say anything that wasn’t
true.
He said that unfortunately they were certain
she wasn’t ever at the Little Theatre on
Tuesdays, and as it was Tuesday afternoon when
she was last seen that was why they wanted to
find out where she went. What was important he
said was if I could remember when she first
mentioned going to the Little Theatre, then
they’d know when she started going out on a
Tuesday night, and that might help in finding out
where she went.
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I didn’t see how it could possibly help, but I
thought it was best to be misleading anyway, so
I said it must have been very soon after I left
Mrs Kelf’s as I hadn’t had a lot to do with her
since then. He worked out about when it was
and said that was all he wanted to know, and
thanked me and said how helpful I’d been,
which of course I knew I hadn’t.
The trouble with the police though is you
never know how far they’ll get. I don’t think it’s
because they’re very good detectives like
Sherlock Holmes or anything, but they just keep
on and on until they see a sort of pattern, or
something that’s wrong in all the information
they get. I tried not to think about it too much,
but when things get really important you can’t
help worrying a bit.
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The biggest shock didn’t come till the
following Sunday though. I’d been a bit
surprised there hadn’t been more said about it on
the radio, or in the local papers, although I
suppose if they said about everyone who went
missing for a couple of days they’d be doing it
all the time. They need a sort of angle of course,
because I don’t think you could say missing
people are that interesting really, particularly if
you don’t know them.
Anyway, I was walking to church like I
normally did, particularly as I thought it was
important to go regularly after what I’d done,
mainly so God would know I was sorry about it,
and so he would see I hadn’t been going in the
past just to meet Miss Guthridge. On the way I
always went past the newsagents on the corner
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by the Regal picture house, and that was when I
saw it.
The News of the World always has a big
headline to catch your eye of course, and it
certainly did. SECRET LIFE OF MISSING
TEACHER was all across the front page. And
there was a big photo of Miss Guthridge, head
and shoulders only of course, like one of those
passport photos, and not anything like as good
as the ones I took. I don’t know where she got it
done, or how they got hold of it, but it looked
like one that might have been taken when she
was a bit younger, but she was still quite
recognisable, which was a bit worrying. That
was something I never expected, as it never
seemed like you could say it was of national
importance, but it just goes to show you can’t
plan for everything.
I had to get a copy of course, so as to find out
how much they knew, even though I guessed
they didn’t know anything incriminating, but
you can’t take chances on anything like that.
Trying to do it as if I bought the News of the
World every Sunday was a bit hard, but I don’t
suppose there was any need to worry about
arousing people’s suspicions. Lots of people
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bought it just now and then I expect, and there
wasn’t anything in buying a paper that could
incriminate me, but when you’re frightened I
think you begin to get anxious about things that
aren’t real.
The man just gave it to me when I asked for
one without even hardly looking up. He was
more interested in the magazine he was reading
behind the counter, and not in me at all really, so
I just put my money on the counter and sort of
wandered out casually with the paper. That was
when it dawned on me that it was really about
me. That even though I wasn’t mentioned it was
me that got the story on the front page. That I’d
made the front page of the News of the World.
Going to church with a newspaper didn’t
seem right somehow as it would look a bit odd,
so I decided it was best to go back home. I don’t
think I could have waited to read it anyway as I
don’t have much patience when I want to do
something, and tend to get a bit agitated. Sitting
there with it on my lap in church and not being
able to read it would have been too difficult to
do.
Once I got back to the flat I read it all straight
away, and didn’t even take my coat off first or
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anything. I just sat down in the chair and went
through it really quickly, only sort of half
reading it to begin with, so I could see straight
away if I was in trouble or not. Then once I
discovered it wasn’t too bad I read it more
slowly so as to get all the detail. It was hard to
take it all in, even though I was really
concentrating, as I think you don’t remember
things so well when you get worried.
There were all the usual things of course
about how she was engaged, and lived in
lodgings with a landlady, and how everyone was
upset, particularly the pupils at the school and
the teachers. The main thing though was about
how no one knew what she did on Tuesday
nights, as everyone had thought she went to the
Theatre, but it turned out she didn’t. That was
how they made it so important, as it said
everyone wanted to know what secret things she
was doing and who she was with.
They also said about how she went to church
and how respectable she was, and made her out
to be really pure and everything which of course
I knew she wasn’t. It was as if everyone they
spoke to only knew one side of her, and it was
only me who knew what she was really like. Not
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that there was anything wrong in them making
out she was nice, as it was true, and you couldn’t
really hope to meet a nicer person, but she was
more interesting than they made her sound, and
not so boring either.
The police wanted to meet anyone who knew
her it said, and particularly anyone who knew
where she went on Tuesday evenings. Out of
everything that was the most worrying bit,
particularly with them printing her photo for
everyone to see, as you never know who might
have seen something. Not that there were that
many people around on Regent Road on
Tuesday evenings in the winter, but you never
can tell.
The worst thing never came to me till later of
course. It wasn’t till I was just finishing dinner,
and I suddenly went all sort of cold with it
coming to me like that. I never really thought
about it before, but all the photos I sent out and
gave to the shop and everything were really
incriminating of course, and anyone who had
some might see the photo in the News of the
World and realise it was the same person.
For a minute or two I just sat there, and little
drops of water just came up on my forehead and
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ran down the sides of my face. I got sort of
sticky all over and began to shiver as I thought
about getting caught, and the police taking me
away in handcuffs and digging up the garden
and finding Miss Guthridge and the photos, and
me being locked in a cell until they hung me and
never able to do anything I wanted ever again.
The rest of that day and the next day I just lay
on the bed waiting for them to come, as there
didn’t seem any point in running away, and I
didn’t have anywhere to go anyway. I think you
need a good plan if you’re going to go missing,
and someone to help out and rent you
somewhere to hide and things. It’s all right for
bank robbers I suppose, but not that good if you
don’t have a lot of money.
A lot of the time I was too scared to think
really, and also I was shaking some of the time
too. The thing that was so annoying though was
selling the photos. I kept thinking if only I’d just
done them for me then no one would ever have
known. Being a shopkeeper of course makes you
so you always want to sell things even if it isn’t
always such a good idea. What was worse was
that I didn’t need the money. It wasn’t as if I
couldn’t afford my little interest without making
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it pay for itself, so I was just being greedy really,
and as I was lying there it looked as if I was
going to get caught because of it.
Nothing happened though. I mean things
eventually went a bit wrong of course, like I said
before, but the police didn’t come and get me or
anything. In the end I got so hungry I had to eat,
even though I didn’t feel like it very much, and
as the time went by I got less scared and listened
to the radio and things. There wasn’t any
mention of Miss Guthridge so I guessed there
wasn’t any progress.
After a few days I went to the shops to get
some food, and the Eastern Daily Press, to see
what was happening. Being a local paper I
thought it was more likely to have something in
it, but there wasn’t anything at all. Even when I
started going back to church there wasn’t any
prayers said for her or anything, which was a bit
surprising as you wouldn’t think vicars would
forget so quickly, being Christians and
everything.
As the weeks went by and I got to feel safer
and safer I began thinking a bit more about it
and some of the things began to fall into place.
You never really know what goes on with the
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police of course as they don’t say a lot, except
the little bits they want the press to put out. But
what I did know was that no one could have
gone to them with the photos or I would have
been found out straight away.
It wasn’t hard to work out why of course as
they weren’t the kind of photos anyone would
want to go to the police with. Most people like
to keep their little interests a secret, particularly
if they’re married, and will do nearly anything
so as not to get involved. The more I thought
about it the more I thought they were probably
nearly as scared as me when the News of the
World came out.
You only have to put yourself in someone
else’s position to know how they think, and if
I’d been them and seen it I know I would have
been afraid my name and address would get
found out. Or maybe they’d have to be a witness
or something and everybody would get to know
what they were interested in. So once I was
calmer it didn’t take a lot of imagining to work
out why no one went to the police with the
photos, which made me feel a lot safer.
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Spring came round of course like it always
does and it got time to get the shop ready for the
season. There was a lot to do as usual with
cleaning up, and restocking, and getting the
studio ready for passport photos and portraits. I
almost forgot about everything that had
happened for most of the time, except for when I
was putting some new backing paper up on the
frame to hide it up, and putting the stool out in
front.
It was funny thinking it would only be a few
weeks to when people would be sitting there just
a few inches away from where Miss Guthridge
had been, and a few feet from where she was in
the garden. I got a little shiver when I thought
how they’d have read about her in the paper, and
they’d actually be there in the room where it
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happened, with the man who did it, having their
photos taken with the same camera and lights
and everything, and they’d never know. It was
like being secretly famous or something.
Anyway, as I said, I was almost starting to
forget about things, and was busy in the shop
putting the stock out just after Easter when there
was a knock on the door. It was sunny and a bit
windy outside and there was a man I could see
through the window with his hand on his trilby
hat. The wind always sort of blows up Regent
Road from the sea in the spring, and he looked a
bit ruffled as it was fairly strong.
There was something about him that was a
bit familiar and I thought he must be someone
who’d bought things at the shop before. I never
like to turn people away as it’s bad for business I
think, but I hadn’t started off that year’s ledger,
and didn’t have any change or anything so I
shouted that I wasn’t open. The other thing is of
course once you let one person in before you’re
ready, other people come in and you never get
anything done. Not that there was anyone else
about on a weekday afternoon before the season,
but it’s the principle that matters.
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He didn’t go away though, and knocked on
the door again louder, so I went closer to the
front of the shop and shouted that I was sorry
but I was closed till Whitsun. Then he shouted
back that he didn’t want to buy anything but
wanted to talk to me about something important,
and would I open the door. So I thought maybe
he was just an early sales rep and went to get the
keys from behind the counter.
Once I let him in he asked if there was
somewhere we could talk in private, and I said
that anywhere was all right as there was no one
else around. He said again how important it was
so I took him upstairs to the flat and made a cup
of tea, even though I had this strange feeling that
something was about to go wrong. I didn’t even
ask who he was, and I wasn’t sure I really
wanted to know as he made me feel
uncomfortable, and I was sure I knew him from
somewhere.
By the time I made the tea I didn’t feel very
well. You can always tell before bad moments I
always think, although I don’t exactly know
how, but maybe it’s some kind of instinct. And
the other thing that made it worse was how calm
he was. It was like he was completely in control
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and had the upper hand and everything, and all I
could do was to sit and listen.
The first thing he said was how he was
surprised I hadn’t recognised him after our little
business deal, and that was when I realised he
was the man from the shop I sold the photos to.
That was when I started to get a bit frightened as
I obviously had a sort of idea about why he
came to see me, and I wasn’t sure I wanted to
hear what he had to say.
He said he was very sorry to hear about Miss
Guthridge going missing like that, and although
he was sure it was nothing to do with me, I had
to understand the position it put him in. He said
they could hardly sell photos of Miss Guthridge
in such delicate situations now that no one knew
where she was and the police couldn’t find her.
The problem was, he said, how he’d been left
with a lot of sets of photos that he’d had to burn,
so in his opinion that meant I owed him some
more photos.
I said I was sorry about Miss Guthridge
going missing as well, as it meant I was left
without a model, and that made doing more
photos a bit difficult. So I said I didn’t see how I
could do what he wanted, but I offered to give
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him back the money. That seemed about the best
I could do as I had to get out of it somehow
because I thought he might point the police in
the right direction. Not that he’d said anything
about it, but I sort of knew that was what might
happen if I didn’t agree.
He said unfortunately it wasn’t just a
question on the money otherwise what I
suggested would have been all right. There was
all the profit he’d lost to be considered as well,
not to mention the fact he’d had to take a whole
day off to come up to Norfolk and see me, with
train fares and taxi fares and meals and things to
be added on as well.
It all began to look a bit difficult, so I just
asked him straight out how much money he
wanted, as it seemed better to pay straight away,
before he went to any more expense. The trouble
was he said he didn’t want money, what he
wanted was a good steady supply of photos he
could sell, as in the long run that was worth
more. He said I would be well advised to find
some more models as soon as possible as it
wasn’t a good idea for him to feel I was in his
debt.
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There wasn’t a lot I could say, except how
difficult it was to find ladies that were willing to
have their photos taken like that and it wasn’t
something I could do overnight. But he said he
was sure if I could get Miss Guthridge to do it I
must be able to persuade some other ladies as
well, and seemed a bit surprised I didn’t have
anyone already. The trouble is of course other
people don’t realise what’s involved and it’s sort
of hard to explain really about how gently you
have to take everything.
I said it might take a few months before I
would actually have the photos, and that was
really about the least time it would take, as with
Miss Guthridge it took a lot longer. He said they
would wait a little while, but not too long, or he
might have to pay Yarmouth another visit. Even
though he didn’t say, it wasn’t that hard to guess
what for, so I said I would try and do some
photos for him as soon as I could.
He never actually threatened me or anything,
and was really polite and quietly spoken all the
time, but I got the feeling he wasn’t the sort of
person you could argue with, and especially
since I was in a bit of a difficult position
anyway. I was pretty glad when he left as I
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found it hard to think when he was there,
particularly with him being a bit frightening.
You see that sort of thing happening in films, but
it’s different when it actually happens to you,
and it’s easy to get scared when you realise you
don’t have any control over it.
Once I sat down to think about it afterwards I
realised it could be a lot worse and that I only
had to do what I’d done before, except not go
quite so far. And of course it won’t be as hard as
starting from scratch like I had to do when I first
moved in, as the frame is already up, and I’ve
learned all the knots, and the darkroom and
lights and everything are all ready. It’s just a
case of getting a model and gently introducing
her to it like I did with Miss Guthridge. After
you’ve done something once it’s supposed to get
a lot easier so it might not take quite so long the
second time.
I’ve been thinking about a model too of
course over the past few weeks. I could advertise
in one of the photographic magazines, but then
you get professionals who never look quite the
same as amateurs. Mostly they’re a bit hardened
and are just doing it for the money, so it’s better
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to get someone who’s not so sure of themselves
and looks a bit more vulnerable I think.
It did cross my mind to go and see Liz in
Woolworth’s. Even though I haven’t seen her for
ages I think she might do it, particularly if I say
I’ll show her all the technical aspects and things,
as I think that’s what she’s really interested in.
Also I think she might be a bit susceptible to the
idea of taking a series of photos that tell a story,
so I could do the burglar set, and get her tied up
that way.
I’ll have to be a bit careful not to rush her of
course, as she’s a bit young, although that does
have advantages as well, because with me being
a lot older she might be more inclined to do
what I say. Anyway, you can’t tell till you try,
and just thinking about it is making me start to
look forward to things again. It’ll be a bit busy
with the season coming up as well as the photos
to do, but I suppose I’ll fit it all in somehow.
When you’re really interested in things it’s
surprising how much you can do.
Once I’ve replaced the photos that the shop
in London had to burn I suppose they’ll start
paying me again, so then I’ll be making a bit of
money out of it as well, which will make it even
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more worthwhile. So maybe things haven’t
worked out too badly after all, especially when
you think of what might have happened. And if
it all goes all right then things will be fairly good
again, except that I suppose they’ll keep making
me send them photos for ever and ever given my
sort of difficult position. Still, I always say you
can’t complain if you’re getting paid for doing
something that you enjoy.
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